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Multitrack magnetic audio recording in cassette and open—reel form is universallfi
well known. The drawback of this form of recording is a long access time t
selected section on the tape. In the past, phonograph recording and, now, comp
discs are preferred for quick access to a desired selection. In the 19505, digi
magnetic tapes predominated in providing on—line data storage although, for a
years in the late 19503, expensive and complex drums were employed for criti
applications requiring fast access to the data. For reasons analogous to those f?
the audio recording-—that is, access to random data—~the evolution of the rigid dis
drive began in 1956. In a sense, the disk drive is a hybrid of a digital tape reco
and a phonograph jukebox. Figure 3.1 'shows the parts of a disk drive. The dis
often referred to as a platter. Disk drive parts and their functions are given in t
list that follows.

I The purpose of the disk drive is to store data over a long period of time
retrieve it reliably.

I The head writes and reads data from the disk.
I The head is part of a slider. A slider has a flexible connection to the actu

and it has a profiled surface facing the medium that forms an air—bearing
face (AB S) allowing the head to “fly” at a close distance from the med

I An actuator provides a means of moving the head/slider from one tra
another and produces motions to retain the head in the center of the
under servo electronics commands.
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Electronics

 

 
 

Spindle
Head slider ActuatorVoice coil motor

Base plate  
Two disks

Figure 3.1 Schematic drawing of a disk drive and its parts.

I A channel converts the digital data to be stored into write currents and sup—
plies them to the head coil. It receives signals read by the head from the
medium and translates them to data or usable bit patterns.

For disk drives equal to or larger than 130 mm (5.25 in.) in diameter, linear actuators
with comblike head accessing arrangements have been used. For disk diameters

of 95 mm (3.5 in.) and smaller, rotary actuators are utilized. Figure 3.1 shows a

rotary actuator. To shorten the latency or time of accessing on a given'track, the
drive rotates between 1800 and 7200 revolutions per minute (RPM). The relative

velocity between head and disk is in tens of meters per second. For instance, for

a 76 mm diameter track of a disk rotating at 7200 RPM, relative velocity between

head and disk is about 29 m/sec (64 mi/hr). To ensure sufficiently long life for the

head and magnetic medium on the disk, the head slider attached to the actuator

aerodynamically “flies” at close distance of less than 100 nm (4 microinches).

, After reviewing the principles of writing and reading, we shall focus on the

:he parts of a disk drive. The dis , magnetic writing of data by the head on the medium (magnetic thin layer on a sub-
and their functions are glVfin 111. strate). The magnetic writing process is strongly tied to the recording performance

of the disk drive system. Because of its importance, the discussion on writing is

‘ divided into parts. The beginning part is simple and fairly intuitive, yet it points out

e data over along P3?10d 0f “m , the limitations of the head and medium components, which has led to the evolution
of recording technology. Additional topics on writing are described inthe last two

sections of the chapter. These issues are important for the comprehensive under-

standing of disk drive recording. The middle sections are dedicated to the reading
processes. The significant aspects of reading are how the signal voltages and signal

pulse widths vary with the head and medium parameters and the spacing between

head and medium. The principles and procedures used in deriving useful equations 1
_ are explained. As much as possible, simple equations are used for illustrations and

_ Clarification of concepts. More complex equations are not derived here, but their
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Chap. 3 I Disk Drive Magnetic Recordin : Sec. 3.2 I

applications and simplifications are reviewed and references are pointed out whet
n inductive head is assumed for most of the discussionmore details can be found. A

Where appropriate, the comparison of inductive and MR heads is considered, bu
details of the MR signal characteristics are treated in Chapter 6.

3.2 WRITING AND READING

First, we shall review the writing and reading processes. Figure 3.2 shows
' schematic of a ring head and a disk. The head consists of a ring or yoke of mag

netic material with a coil of wire wrapped on the core. The coil is connected to th
channel electronics. There is a gap at the bottom of the head, close to the medium /
The writing sequence is as follows:

ata to be stored from the computer, and after som
tes currents in circuits calle

 
1. The channel receives d

processing (explained in Chapter 8), genera
write drivers.

2. The write driver supplies current to the head coil.
3. The coil current results in magnetization of the “core” 0

the gap, the magnetic field spreads out. '
4. Some of the fringe or stray field near the gap reache

magnetizes it in one direction as seen in Figure 3.2.

As the data changes, depending on the coding rules, the current in the coil is
versed, and the field near the gap reverses, reversing the magnetic poles in
medium. The sequence of data from the channel electronics thus gets translated in
magnetized poles in the medium. During reading, the write drivers are switched
and are virtually isolated from the head coil. The reading preamplifier is connect
to the head. Assuming that the disk track has previously written data, the follow'its.
sequence of events or reading converts them into user b

the core of the head becom

 
f the head. Ne

 
s the medium a

1. As the magnetic poles pass near the head gap,
magnetized.

2. The direction of magnetization of the core wi
the magnetization of the medium.

3. The change in magnetization in the core results in a voltage across the h
coil.

11 depend on the direction

Note that only a change in magnetization in the medium and, hence, a‘chang
magnetic flux through the coil, produces a voltage. According to Faraday’s
(Sec. 2.8), V = —dd>/d t or voltage is generated if the flux changes with time.
is what happens during changing of the magnetization pattern under the head
At transitions, where the magnetizations in the medium change, voltage outp
result. Depending on the data, there are two types of transitions possible: no,
poles facing north poles or south poles facing south poles. These transitions cr
positive- or negative-going voltage pulses in the head coil. These voltage pu
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Magnetic medium.
of thickness. 5

Figure 3.2 Head gap region and head Disk substrate
fields.

get amplified and, after a series of detection steps (discussed in Chapter 8), result
in usable data supplied to the computing processor.

Figure 3.3 illustrates write and read sequences. Figure 3.3a shows a sequence
of data in the form of a series of “ones” and “zeros.” In one method of storing this

sequence of data, the current through the head coil must reverse at each “one” and
not reverse at each “zero” (Fig. 3.3b). When this is done during disk rotation, the

magnetization of the disk medium along a disk track looks as in Figure 3.30. A
magnetic transition occurs at each “one” and not at each “zero.”

Let’s turn now from writing data to reading data. The operation occurs in

reverse. As a written transition passes under the head, a small change in the yoke

magnetization occurs (Fig. 3.3d). This change in yoke magnetization induces a volt—

age in the coil that is sensed by the disk drive electronics (Fig. 3.3e). This occurs

each time a transition passes under the head.

Writing

(a) Information data ———i—l—~l*+l

(b) Writing currents :F:}:;
(c) Medium magnetizations '1

Reading

(d) Magnetic flux changes
in read head ' '\~

(e) Waveforms of read voltage __A——VA_—
Figure 3.3 Writing and reading data.
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3.3 FIELD FROM THE HEAD

From an energy standpoint, the writing and reading of information in the disk driv
is highly inefficient. For writing, one needs currents——on the order of a few tens o
milliamperes—so that the writing field at the disk medium is high enough to write
On the other hand, for reading, one only has voltages in the range 0.1 to l millivolts
and this requires complex external detection and amplification to extract usable dat
out of such low signals. However, the merit of this technology lies in its ability t
store data indefinitely without power, and retrieve it inexpensively and reliably.

The preceding discussion gave a qualitative picture of how data are written to an
read from a disk. However, to understand general design principles as well as re
cent improvements in head and disk designs, one needs to have a quantitative u
derstanding of the factors involved in the writing and reading processes.

A sufficient writing field must be applied to the disk medium to write magnet‘
transitions. More specifically, the field produced by the head at the medium must
least exceed the coercivity of the medium. However, applying a field equal to H6:
a typical medium as shown in Figure 2.13 will reverse only half the magnetizatio
Due to the nonsquare nature of these loops, a field equal to two or three times
is applied to reverse all the magnetization. A factor of 2.5 is commonly used
will be used in illustrative examples. The stray magnetic field near the gap of-
inductive head looks like that shown in Figure 3.4. This figure gives a more deta
(and inverted) picture of the head stray field previously illustrated in Figure 3.

The arrows indicate field direction with the length representing the magni
of the field strength. Notice that arrow directions are effectively horizontal at t

.- - ~ \ x . k

4 r a . .. ~ ~

v - .v u '0 ~ .. ~ \ x x \

 
Figure 3.4 Head field and contours of equal fields.
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center of the gap above the gap center. Everywhere else, they are at various angles

with respect to the horizontal or x axis. First, we obtain a simple equation of the
head field based on an intuitive argument and later we discuss a more accurate

one. In Figure 3.4, it seems that the field contours are circular; that is, equal fields
are located on the circumference of a circle. Recalling Ampere’s law (refer to Sec.

2.7), the magnetic field surrounding a straight conductor with current is radially
distributed, and the field is given by 1/21'rr, where r is the radius of the circular

path. In the limiting case for the head where the gap becomes very small, the field
contours become circular and the value of the field at radius r approaches ni/qrr

amperes/meter. Here, i is the current in the coil, 11 is the number of coil turns, and

m' is the ampere turns or approximately the magnetomotive force at the gap. The
denominator has 1rr instead of 211'r because the field is integrated over a semicircle

instead of a full circle as is done in the definition ofAmpere’s law (refer to Sec. 2.7).

For longitudinal recording, our main interest is the magnetic field in the x direction.

Converting the foregoing field from cylindrical (r; 9) coordinates to cartesian (x, y)

coordinates, x and y components of the field are given by

m y m x

w‘wm+fl’ m—ww+fl
The x field equation will be used several times in the text since it allows usable

voltage signal equations and simplifies the understanding of recording concepts.

Strictly speaking, the validity of the equation requires that the gap is negligible

or very small compared to the distance y. In many cases, the equation is usable

even when y is only slightly larger than gap g. However, as relatively smaller fly-

ing heights are used, there is a need for an accurate field equation including gap

parameter for design.

More general equations for the x and y fields of a ring head of infinite poles
have been derived [1] and are

(3.1)

 

H + /2 —

Hx(x, y) = —g (arctan 1—5; ~ arctan w) (3.2)1T y y

—H (x + g/2)2 + y2 .
H , = 1 —————— .y“ y) 2n n [(x — g/z)2 + y2 (3 3)

In these equations g is the gap and Hg is the magnetic field strength inside the head

gap due to current in the coil (Fig. 3.2). The units of~Hx and Hy are the same as

the units of Hg. Since equation (3.2) plays a major role in longitudinal recording,

let us examine it more closely. There is a simple way of visualizing equation (3.2).
The difference of the two arctangent functions in the parentheses is nothing more
than the angle 6 subtended by the gap at a location x, y, where the value of field is
required. The geometric construction is illustrated in Figure 3.5.

Accordingly, equation (3.2) can be simply written as

Hx(x,y) = fife (3.4)
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61: aman (x + g/2)/y
92 = arctan (x - gl2)/y

9:91—92  

 

 

  
 
 
 

 
Figure 3.5 Karlqvist head field in terms of an angle.

where 6 is as defined in the last paragraph and is in radians. Hx(x, y) is the large
where 6 is the largest; that is, from Figure 3.5 where the point of interest x, y
closest to the gap and directly over the gap (6 = 11' and Hx = H8). Using the ang
6, one can qualitatively plot the contours of equal fields surrounding the gap of
ring head.

Figure 3.6 shows plots of Hx
ues are divided by g, and head fields HI and Hy

and Hy along the x and y axes. The x-axis v:
are divided by Hg to make these u ,

   
Figure 3.6 Normalized x and y components of head field.
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versal plots, that is, independent of particular g and Hg values. Three field contours
are shown for ylg values of 0.05, 0.25, and 0.5. As illustrated earlier in Figure

3.4, the Hx component of the field (solid lines in Fig. 3.6) is maximtim along the
vertical axis. Hx also is shown growing larger as y becomes smaller, that is, nearer

the head. Hy, on the other hand (dashed lines), is zero at the gap center; there is no
vertical component of the field along the vertical center line (see Fig. 3 .4). However,
this field peaks at some distance from the center line. It turns out that the locations

on the x axis, where the Hy field is a maximum or a minimum in Figure 3.6, are
the points where the Hx field is 50% of the maximum value of Hx. The values of x,

where Hy has a maximum and a minimum, are obtained by differentiating it with
respect to x on the right—hand side of equation (3.2) and equating the result to zero.
We define the distance between these two x values, where HI is 50% of its peak

value as the half width (Ax) of Hx. The value of Ax can be obtained in equation

form by manipulating equations (3.2) and (3.3).

 
1/2‘ 2

Ax = 2 5 + y2 (3.5)
n terms of an angle. 2

is in radians. Hz“! 3") is the lar ~ The equation gives the half width of the x component of the head field. In Section
5 where the pomt Of interest x, g 3.7, it will be seen that under certain conditions, the shape of the read voltage pulse
= TI and Hx = Hg)-.U31“g the aug ‘ , becomes identical to that of the head field, and the same equation (3.5) gives a pulse
qual fields surroundlng the gap half width of the read voltage. Note that in the close vicinity of the gap (y = 0), Ax

. becomes equal to the gap size g. Putting x = 0 in equation (3.2), we get the (peak)

vng the x and y axes. The x—axrs horizontal field along the y axis. This equation is plotted in Figure 3.7.
are divided by Hg to make these 2H

11,.(0, y) = —£ arctan fi— (3.6)
’lT 2y

0.05

0.25 y/g
0.5

RelativeFieldStrength(H1ME) . ‘ ‘ 0 5 i l 0
‘§ C ‘ ~~~~~ g _ _ .\ x ------ - —

x \ ‘ ‘ ’ g 2 : g ’
\\ \‘__,, I”I

\\ 1’\ I
\ I
\ I
\J _ .

. _ 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 l

Spacing /Head gap (ylg)

components of head field. Figure 3.7 Peak head field as a function of the ratio of spacing and gap.
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The following example is given to demonstrate the use of this equation and increase
familiarity with the nomenclature. The example also points out the importance 0
parameters that lead to head and medium technology enhancements.

3.4 EXAMPLE: HEAD FIELD CALCULATION

The Objectives are, first, to calculate the head gap field, which allows writing mag
netic transitions on the medium and second, to calculate the current required in th
head coil to produce this field. The following parameters are assumed:

1. The medium has a coercivity of 1600 Oe (127 kA/m).

2. A field Hx equal to 2.5 times the coercivity of the medium is required f
proper writing.

3. Head gap g = 400 nm.

4. Flying height (magnetic distance between head and medium, Fig. 3 .2) y
100 nm.

5. Medium thickness is considered negligibly small compared to the flyin

height.

Solving equation (3.6) for Hg results in Hg = 5666 Oe (451 kA/m).
More easily and less accurately, Figure 3.7 may be used to calculate the sam

quantity. For y/g = 100 urn/400 mm = 0.25, HJEIHg = 0.7. For a field at th
medium of 1600 0e (127 kA/m) X 2.5 = 4000 0e (318 kA/rn), a gap field
4000 Oe/0.7 = 5700 0e (454 kA/rn) is required.

This field in the gap is generated by the head coil current. It is assumed th
all the ampere turns (current multiplied by number of turns) are utilized to produ
a head gap field. This happens if the permeability of the head material is very hig
The magnetomotive force (refer to Sec. 2.10) required to produce a gap field is giv
by Hg X g = (451 X 103) X (400 X 10—9) = 180.4 ma for a single-tum head. F
a 20-turn head a current of 9 ma would be required. In practice, the permeability
the material is finite, and not all the field generated by the coil reaches the head ga
To account for the geometry of the head and permeability of the head core, the te
“head efficiency” is introduced. The next section describes a formula to calcula
head efficiency for a ring head structure.

3.5 HEAD EFFICIENCY AND FIELD IN THE GAP

The magnetic circuit of the ring head can be approximated by two reluctances
series: that of the head gap and that of the head core (see Sec. 2.10 for a discussi
of magnetic circuits). These reluctances are given by 9R8 and gic as

3 lg
9R = , 9R = (3

g I-I'OAg c ILAC

the lengths of the gap and head core
the gap and head core areas, respectively
the permeability of the head core material.

  

where g and lo

Ag and Ac
p.

II

II
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560- 3.6 I Reading of Magnetic Disk Data 51

The magnetomotive force provided by the coil current is divided between these two
reluctances. Since the magnetomotive force (mmf) across the gap results only in a

gap field, the efficiency of the head is given by

__ gig _ 1

1“ ‘ m “ 1 + (zcuo/gMAg/Ac)

The total mmf is the ampere turns m' which is the summation of mmfs across the
head core and the gap; that is, m' = Hg g + H), lc. Hence, efficiency in terms of
ampere turns or mmf is defined as

 
(3.8)

H H
n = #——gg = J5 (3.9)

thc + Hgg m

Solving equation (3.9) for Hg gives

Hg = 112 (3.10)g

Substituting equation (3.8) into (3.10) gives
m

Hg g + (cho/MXAg/Ac) (3'11)
Equation (3.11) is the final equation, giving the head gap field in terms of the ge-
ometry of the head (n, g, 1c, Ag, Ac), head material (a), and current (i) through the
head coil. Substitdting this into equations (3.2) and (3.3) allows us to calculate the

head field at a given location x, y near the head gap.

Equation (3.10) has a limitation. Increasing the current in a ring head coil

does not increase Hg indefinitely. Once the magnetization of the yoke reaches its
saturation value M5, no additional field may be created on the gap surface and the Hg
attains its maximum value, which turns out to be M5. The highest value of saturation

magnetization M, for ferrite material is obtained in hot-pressed MnZn ferrite and is
about 6000 gauss (480 kA/m); hence, this is the maximum value of Hg. This points
out a limitation of ferrite heads and suggests a motivation for the development of

metal—in—gap (MIG) and thin film heads.

.6.'READING OF MAGNETIC DISK DATA

Writing and reading processes are qualitatively discussed in Section 3.2. The next

few sections describe reading in more detail. When a magnetic transition on the

disk medium (Fig. 3.30) passes under the ring head, a voltage is induced in the coil
of the head (Fig. 3.3e). This voltage constitutes the read signal from the disk: The
objective now is to formulate equations for this induced voltage as a function of

head parameters, media parameters, and flying height. These equations are used
by the designer to arrive at appropriate compromises in selecting components and

channel electronics. Some of these results point out the evolution of new techno-

: logical developments toward high-density disk drive recording.
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Chap. 3 I Disk Drive Magnetic Recording”,

Sections 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 discussed the head field as a function of head geom;
etry and current through the coil. In this section, a voltage equation is derived by -
relating the head field to the medium magnetization. In this discussion, only the 1:
component of the field and medium magnetizations are considered; hence, the sub. jdinal head field H(x) creates ,
script y is omitted in their representations. The longitu
a magnetic flux ¢m(x) in the media

mm = uoH(x)w5

where w is the track width and 8 is the medium thickness. The current in the hea ”I
coil generates the magnetic field, and it magnetizes the medium. For reading, i
is useful to formulate how the magnetized transitions in the medium result in flu ‘
changes in the head coil, which in turn produces an output signal. Every element 0

'butes to flux change in the head gap and generation 0
the magnetized medium contrt
voltage pulse. If contributions of all the elements of the medium are integrated, tot
flux changes and output voltage pulse can be obtained. However, this procedure
difficult to carry out analytically. There is a shortcut method known as the princip
of reciprocity, which simplifies the mathematical derivation. Those familiar wi
the concept of mutual inductance between two coils already know the reciproci
principle. Figure 3.8 shows two coils, one of the head and the other (virtual cc
of medium magnetization. When current ih flows through the head coil, flux (1)”,
generated in the section of the medium and is given by

‘l’m = Lhmih

where Lhm is the mutual inductance between two coils.

(3.1

Write/read head

Head
coil 

Disk media

Media Magnetization
(virtual coil)

Figure 3.8 Principle of reciprocity applied to head and magnetic media.
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Likewise, under the influence of medium magnetization (virtual current), flux 4);,

is generated in the head coil and is given by

(1)1 = Lmhim (3.14)

The reciprocity principle simply states that these mutual inductances are equal.

With this consideration, flux in the head coil due to medium magnetization is given
as

4». = 11% (3.15)lh .

Now at any point in the medium, the track is rotating at a velocity 1); hence, location

of a point in medium with reference to center line of the head (x = 0) is given

by x — x’, where x’ is equal to 111‘. Medium magnetization at a point is given by

M(x — x’). This magnetization along the length of distance dx for an area of w8,
where 8 is the medium thickness and w is the track width, can be treated as a source

of current with magnitude:

1,, = M(x — x')dx (3.16)

Combining equations (3.15), (3.16), and (3.12), the head field due to an element of

medium magnetization is given by

H(x)
1h

 

d¢h—— 11.0w8M(x ~ x')dx (3.17)

The total field in the head coil due to medium magnetization is given by the inte-
gration

 

d>h(x’) = wan. J M(x — x)Hlx)dx (3.18)—oo ”1

The reciprocity relation utilized in the preceding derivation is a basic technique
frequently used in magnetic recording; hence, we give here a slightly modified ex-

ample from [2] that illustrates the principle of reciprocity very well. Interference

from a local FM station at a frequency range in excess of 88 MHZ is often experi-
enced by engineers during tests on test stands. The noise of several microvolts in

the head output signal from such a source is observed if the room is poorly shielded.
Let us say that a IOU—ampere current in a station antenna creates 10 11V of noise

in the head under test. If we were to pass a loo-ampere current through the head

(not practical!), the radio station would experience 10 11V of noise on its signal.
If we know the result of transmission in one direction, the outcome for the reverse
condition can be predicted.

Equation (3.18)1s often stated as a three—dimensional integral [4]. However,

In practice, medium magnetization in the x direction is the most important one.
Assumption of uniform magnetization along the z direction results in track width

w in the equation, and summation of fields in the y direction results in the medium

thickness 8. It is also implied that the head to medium spacing d is large compared
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Chap. 3 I Disk Drive Magnetic Recordin” Sec. 3.8 I54  
to medium thickness 8. The next step is to obtain the voltage equation as a function
of t or x', which is vt, where v is the velocity of disk rotation:

dd: dx' dd) _
V ’ = = _ __(x) W) "M dt " dx’ (3'19

T

Note that n is the number of head turns. Combining equations (3.18) and (3.19), w
obtain  

 
dx

 
, _ _ ”0 dM(x- x’)H(x)V(x ) ponvwfi Loo dx' ii.

For an explicit analytical function of the voltage, it is necessary to define the slop:
of medium magnetization within the transition. For a qualitative look at voltag
generation as a result of medium transitions, see Figure 3.3.

3.7 READING WITH STEP-FUNCTION
MAGNETIC TRANSITIONS

 
In equation (3.20), the voltage of a ring head is expressed as a function of the deriv
tive ofmedium magnetization. This derivative can be evaluated if the magnetiza _
and its changes in the x direction are known. Magnetization and its transitions
magnetic recording are widely studied subjects and are reported in many textbo ’
and papers. Three types of transitions have been studied in detail: ‘

 
1. An ideal step—function transition (Fig. 3.9).
2. A transition with magnetization in the transition reg

function of distance (Fig. 3.10).

3. Transitions with magnetization varying as
direction (Fig. 3.18).

 
ion obeying an arct

2

Sta,

  
a sinusoidal function in th'

First, assume that the magnetization change or transition is a step func
that is, the magnetization in the transition, Mx, that goes abruptly from —- ,
+M, at location x = x’ (Fig. 3.9), where M, is the remanent magnetization of:
medium. The derivative of a step function is known as a Dirac delta function:
is designated by 8 (we will call it Sp to distinguish it from our medium thickne
Differentiation of Mx will be given by

 
 

 

 
 

dM x — x’ , - Tl
"(dx ) = 2M,Bp(x — x) (3. m

By substituting equation (3.21) into equation (3.20) and using the standard pro
of integrals involving the delta function, equation (3.20) becomes -

H ’ -
V(x') = —2uonvw(Mr6)~(.x—) (3 Au. : re
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the voltage equation as a functio
lisk rotation:

c' dd)

t— = _‘ ”U21? (3.1 _
Figure 3.9 Step-function transition of
medium magnetization.
 

ng equations (3.18) and (3.19), w

This equation suggests a number of important points.
x — x') H(x)

ix’ 1;,

 
dx (3.2

 

l. The voltage output of an inductive head is directly proportional to H(x’).
Because of this proportionality, measurement‘of the voltage pulse wave-
form reflects the head field characteristics. This could be used to charac—
terize head geometry.

2. The voltage is proportional to Mrs, which contains all the medium parame-
ters. This quantity indicates medium strength. For example, in the case of a
particulate medium, the particles of the magnetic material are relatively far
apart and have low magnetization; hence, it is difficult to obtain a high M,.
For thin magnetic coatings, 100% of the medium material is magnetic, so
M, can be quite large. The film thickness can be very small, yet the product
Mrfi can be sufficiently large to give adequate signal voltage.

3. The voltage output of an inductive head is also proportional to the number
of coil turns n, the velocity of the disk D, and the track width of the head w.

a, it is necessary to define the slop
. For a qualitative look at volta

: Figure 3.3.

xpressed as a function of the do
an be evaluated if the magnetiz
Magnetization and its transmo
and are reported in many textb

in studied in detail: Until now, we have not considered the efficiency of the head, but that term also
directly multiplies to the right—hand—side function of the voltage. Substitution of
equations (3.2) and (3.10) in (3.22) gives analytical function of the voltage,

’ + /2 _

V0,) = _21Lo (nnvw)(Mr8) (arctan ng - arctan x dg/Z) (3.23)

3.9).

: transition region obeylng an
  

. . . . 11-
ng as a smusmdal function in g

where d is the flying height (parameter y). The peak voltage can be obtained by
putting x’ = 0 in equation (3.23) and P50, or the half width of the voltage pulse is‘ ' ' ste fun

inge or transmon IS 3 P the same as the half width of the field and is given by equation (35).(x, that goes abruptly from -
is the remanent magnetization

mown as a Dirac delta funetlo
guish it from our medium the

 

 ‘ The most widely used assumption in digital recording about the shape of themag-
,,5D(x # x’) ' netization is an arctan function of x [3]. This is given as 

3.20) and using the standard pr Mx = 3Mr (arctan E) (3.24)ltion (3.20) becomes
7' a

 
HOV) At large values of +1: and —x, the arctan function approaches +1r/2 and ~1-r/2,

(M,8)—-l.h—- respectively, making M, and —M, limiting values for MI (Fig. 3.10). Only one
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Figure 3.10 Arctan magnetic transition.

stics. The parameter a i
a is needed to specify t d is a measure of the width of the transition

parameter anobtained by substituting arctan function for the magnetiz
(3.20) and integrating. We shall not go into this proce

parameter he transition characteri
known as the transition
The voltage equation is
tion transition in equation
but simply give the result.

nvw x' + /2 x’ - l2V(x’,d) = ~2a0(3;;)(Mra) arctanTIgd’ — arctan a +5;
This equation has the same form as that of equation (3. ,teresting and important, as the effect of transit
d, a + d is substituted. This is in to width a is equivalent to adding at
broadening from width 0 (step function)flying height (1, making effective flying height as a + d. Substituting x' = 01‘for this case is obtained,
equation (3.25), the peak voltage

nvw l2Vp_,, = Suo (11 )(Mrfi) arctan (a: d)as

and substituting a + d in place of y in equation (3.5), the half width of the volta
pulse is given by t 2 1/2

P50 = 2 (g) +(a+d)2
and (3.27) always occ

+ d increases peak voltage and reduces
ims the pulse. Narrow pulses allow increased linear den

asing d by innovations in the head—

(3;

“1‘ as a summa

d in equations (3.26) the half width
Note that a and
a + d. Decreasing a
the voltage pulse or s1
Much research is directed toward (1) decreinterface and (2) improving medium to achieve shorter (1. Sections 3.11 and
discuss plots of thes eters and engineering optimization of the systemc param

ing these equations. Derivation of equation (3.27) assumes
the medium ing height. Howeveis very small compared to fly it is given as [4].

luding medium thickness, and the resu 
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l22

P50 = 2%) + (a + d)(a + d + 8)] (3.28)

"F‘L—I‘ = [g2 + 4(a + d)(a + d + 5)]%2 3 4
I

3.9 TRANSITION PARAMETER a

'ansition.

Achieving the narrowest pOSsible transition (smallest a value) allows placing
recorded bits close together and hence results in high linear density. Until now,
we have not defined how one can find this parameter. Several authors have re-

- . ported the derivation of a by taking into account a detailed writing process using
ctan function for the magnetlz nonlinear B—H loop (refer to Sec. 2.13) characteristics of the medium [2—5]. The

most practical equation used for head—disk modeling studies is given by

5d 1/2

a = K(M’ 5“) (329)He

where Mr?) has the same meaning used in this chapter. Hc is the coercivity of the
medium. In the equation, M, and HC are expressed in SI units (A/In). If M, and
He are expressed in cgs units, that is, emu/cm3 and 0e, M, is multiplied by 417
as ampere/meter. K is a constant derived analytically after several considerations,some of which are

tracteristics. The parameter a i

  

)n (3.23), except that in placer)
uortant, as the effect of tran51

1 a is equivalent to adding at
; a + d. Substituting x' = ()i
btained,

ctan (a + d)
.5), the half width of the vol

1/2

.02]
') always occur as a sumrna
e and reduces the half w1d

es allow increased linear den

i by innovations in the head-
;horter (1. Sections 3.11 and

g optimization of the system
7) assumes that the thicknes
ght. However, the equations
a result is given as [4].

 

1. The head field applied during writing is optimized for shortest transition
distance.

2. The demagnetization field is taken into account.

3. Head imaging into the medium is included.

4. Finite remanent coercivity of the medium is also included.

 

 

The approximate value of K from [3] and [6] is 0.87. With simplifications of a
Lorentzian pulse form in place of the Karlqvist field function and other assumptions
[4], the value of K turns out to be 1/\/1_'r, or 0.565. In case of cgs values for M, and
H5, K modifies to 3.1 and 2, respectively. The deff is the geometrical mean distance
from head to medium and is expressed by

def. = mm + an“2 (3.30)
_ Equation (3.29) indicates that the red

  
  

 

 uction in a and increased linear density may
be achieved by decreasing the effective flying height deg, increasing the coercivity

, HE of the medium, and decreasing the thickness 8 of the magnetic medium. Smaller
_ Mr could also reduce a, but as seen in equation (3.26), a smaller Mr?) would reduce

the signal voltage, and so there must be a compromise.
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Increasing the coercivity He of the medium requires a larger write field fro
the head. This has motivated the development of MIG heads, thick—pole thin-fil
heads, and high-magnetic—moment materials for MR—head write elements.

3.10 EXAMPLE: CALCULATIONS
0F TRANSITION PARAMETER a, Vp_p, AND P50

 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

This example is chosen to put some real dimensions into the use of the precedi
equations. One of the problems in making calculations of recording parameters
mixed units. We intend to use SI units as much as possible. However, some scienti
and engineers are not going to abandon the use of cgs units, so one objective :
this exercise is to practice conversions of popular units into SI units to arrive I"
useful, final results. A discussion of units will contribute to an understanding of
concepts. So clarification of ideas is yet another goal of the example. The followi

, parameters are assumed for this exercise:

  
’1'] = 0.8 efficiency of the head
n = 30 head coil turns

v = 20 meters per second, velocity of the medium under head
w = 8 um, track width of the head

g = 0.25 p.111

Mr = 800 kA/m (800 emu/cmT3)
8 = 30 nm (300 A"), medium thickness

d = 100 nm (4 pin.)

HC = 130 kA/m (1600 De)

l-Lo 4‘1T X 10'7 Vs/Am (H/m)

M,8 in SI units is 800,000 X 30 X 10’9 = 24 X 10—3 A (2.4 X 10‘3 emu/cm
Note that in SI units, medium strength is expressed in the unit of current. Treat
of medium strength as a coil current is exemplified by the unit dimension. One
express Mrs as 24 milliamperes of current.

Next, a is calculated from equation (3.29). Since we want an answer for
nanometers, 8 and deff can be retained in nanometers for the calculation. Usin
value of K as 0.87, a is computed to be 119 nm. Equation (3.26) is used fo
calculation of peak—to-peak voltage Vp_p. MrB should be expressed in ampere
shown earlier. The ratio of track width to gap need not be converted intosmeter
can be written in micrometers. The quantities in the ratio of gap to the summati ’
d and a within the arctan function can also be totally expressed in nanometer
need not be converted to meters. The Vp-p is calculated to be (1180 X arctan
tion value of 0.518) X 10“6 volts, or 616 p.V. It is common practice to express
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Figure 3.11 Isolated pulse voltage variations with spacing and transition param-
eters.

voltage in nanovolts per 1-um track width, per meter/sec velocity, and per turn.

This quantity is calculated as 127 nV/itm per m/sec per turn. This method of

normalizing signal voltage is useful in comparing heads. Half—pulse width P50

is calculated from equation (3.28): P50 = [(250)2 + 4(119 + 100)(119 + 100 + *
30)]“2 = 530 nanometers. P50 is an important parameter that determines the ‘
ability of the system to achieve high densities. These topics are discussed in

; _ Chapter 8, Section 8.18.

: 10-3 A (2.4 x 10“3 emu/cm
:d in the unit of current. Treat}

' SIGNAL VOLTAGE PARAM ETERS

AND ENGINEERING APPROXIMATIONS  
.eters for the calculation. Us

m. Equation (3.26) is used fo
should be expressed in amper

ed not be converted into met

the ratio of gap to the summa ,

otally expressed in nanomet
ilculatcd to be (1180 >< arcta

is common practice to express

Voltage pulses described in equations (3.25) and (3.26) and half-width expressions
(3.28) are now analyzed as functions of a head/disk system. The parameters used in

the example in Section 3.10 are also used in plotting the graphs discussed later" in
this chapter. It should be noted that much of this discussion applies to inductive (fer—

- rite, MIG, and film) heads. A similar analysis is carried out for MR heads in Section
6.18. Certain parameters like gap, g, get modified for MR head, and there is no

Velocity dependence for the magnetoresistive heads. Figure 3.11 shows three pulses
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Figure 3.12 Peak—to-peak voltages and half-pulse widths versus d + a.

calculated using equation (3.25) with variations in parameter d + a. As descri
earlier, d is the head-medium spacing, and a is the transition parameter. In the eq
tions these parameters always occur as a summation, so conclusions drawn from
figure are valid if only one parameter is varied at a time or both the parameters
changed simultaneously. As a + d is increased, the voltage peak decreases. A
the pulse gets widened, making P50 larger as a function of a + d. This is fun
illustrated in Figure 3.12. In Figure 3.12, peak—to-peak voltage (equation 3.26)
P50 (equation 3.28) are plotted as continuous functions of a + d. The messag
clear that low-flying heights and narrow transitions are important to get adequ
signal and short—pulse widths.

The signal voltage is related to thin film medium saturation magnetization M
in two ways. Higher M, results in increased signal strength and hence an incre
in output voltage. However, a large M, increases the transition parameter a, wh ,
tends to reduce voltage. Figure 3.13 shows the cross—over in case of M, ve
isolated peak-to—peak signal voltage. The figure also shows the increase in P50
function of Mr because of increasing values of a;

Practitioners prefer simple expressions for quick derivations and compans
with experimental results. Here are some ideas which may be helpful. Section
indicated that if the gap of the head is very small, an approximate Hx (x, y)_
is obtained as given by equation (3.1). If this approximation is used instead of
Karlqvist equation in the integration of equation (3.20), a simple voltage pulsef
can be given as

Vmax

1 + (2x/P50)2

 
V(x) =
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Figure 3'13 VP-p and P50 Versus media magnetization M,.

where P50 is given by a + d. This equation is known as a Lorentzian pulse, and one i

can see that at x = iP50/2, the voltage is half its peak value, which confirms the
definition of P50.

To verify the degree of validity and usefulness of equation (3.31), the normal-

ized value of equation (3.25) is compared with the normalized value of equation
(3.31) in Figure 3.14.
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Figure 3.14 Comparison of normalized voltage waveform with Lorentzian pulse.
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3.12 DIGITAL WRITING PROCESS: r
DISCUSSION AND GRAPHICAL ILLUSTRATION

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

Normalization of equation (3.25) means that the equation is divided by zero—to
peak voltage (1/2 of peak-to-peak voltage of equation 3.26) so that the peak valu
of normalized voltage is 1. Normalization of equation (3.31) is obtained by dividin
the right side of the equation by Vmax. The correlation between these two cases
good. One application of this form of equation is to compute the roll—off curve t
obtain resolutions of the overlapping pulses at high densities. This is described in}
Chapter 8. A ' L

Equation (3.31) would be more useful if there were some way of estimating;
Vmax. Here we suggest an approximate procedure useful for a rough estimate. Obi
servation of Figure 3.12 suggests reciprocal relationship between P50 and Vp_pj:
Utilizing this observation and information from the accurate equations describe
Vmax may be derived from

V O: nonvw(M,6)
max P50

 
(3.3

where all the variables are as discussed earlier. So the task boils down to findi
the proportionality constant, which may be obtained experimentally.

A large amount ofexperimental and analytical or numerical modeling has been do
on the subject of the write process in magnetic recording. However, the comple
solution of the process has not been attained, as it involves nonlinear and co
plex medium magnetization processes, transrtion formation details, and dynami
of head and medium interactions.

Here we shall describe only the qualitative principles of the writing pro
dures to understand interactions among component properties and parameters. Tw
parameters of interest involve how the transition of magnetization from one dir
tion to the other is formed: what contributes to the variability in its length, and w
contributes to the variation in distance (length jitter) between such transitions. The
first parameter is useful in designing for high linear density, and the second 13
tains to error-free detection of the signal. The writing process includes applicat
of current to the head coil, which produces a field in and near the gap of the he
The field reaching the medium either supports the existing direction of magneti
tion direction or opposes it, creating a reversed magnetized region in the medium
The process of medium magnetization follows the M—H (medium magnetiza
,as a function of applied field H, see Section 2.13) hysteresis loop curve. The In
netization reversal in the medium happens in the spread—out region, and this is
transition region we referred to in the last few sections. Going through the Ste1
by-step understanding of the writing process will help the practitioner know
measures used to design the write/read electronics as well as appreciate the m
surement practices used in the industry.
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3 I Disk Drive Magnetic Record *' Sec. 3.12 I Digital Writing Process: Discussion and Graphical Illustration 63

equation is divided by zero-to. Figure 3 15 shows the building blocks of the writing process The writing
ion 3.26) so that the peak value ‘ process is complex, due to time and distance factors becoming intermingled along
)11 (3.31) is obtained by dividing with nonlinear magnetization process in the medium However, it is possible to
tion between these two cases is , develop a sufficient qualitative understanding of the process. When digital data15
to compute the roll—off curve in written on a disk track, the medium is magnetized to saturation in one or the other
h densities. This is described in direction. Incomplete or nonsaturated writing results in uneven signal outputs and

E ' causes errors. The process of writing involves a head that provides a magnetic field
sufficient to reverse magnetizations in selected locations of the track. This is called

 

useful for a rough estimate. Obj— overwriting, and its measurement is discussed in Section 8.16.
ionsh1p between P50 and V1,.p In Figure 3.15 a head and medium are shown. The medium has a magnetiza-
1e accurate equations described tion in the direction of the arrow on the right-hand side of the head gap center. A

current is applied instantaneously (step function) in a direction to produce a field

that reverses the magnetization in the medium. Instantaneous application of current

is assumed in order to clarify the basic concept. The influence of finite-time current

application is considered later. The nature of the head field is described in Section
0 the task boils down to findln 3.3, and it is shown that the x component of the head field in medium is strongest

in the center line of the gap. This is also illustrated in Figure 3.15b. The field in
the medium varies from an to x2. At x1 the field is weak, while at x; it is strong.

Corresponding to locations x1 and x2 in the medium, the head fields are shown as
H1 and H2 in Figure 3.15b, and these fields are applied to the medium, resulting

in magnetizations M1 and M2, as shown on the M—H loop in Figure 3.15c. The

medium M—H loop is shown rotated 90° to simplify drawing and explanation. The
magnetization M] at distance x1 is too small, and only weak reverse magnetization

results. At field H2 magnetization is almost reversed close to the saturation in the

reverse direction. In Figure 3.15d medium magnetization values from location x; to

152 are plotted. This is the same as the transition region, and the shape of the change

in magnetization is simulated by equation (3.24).
With the foregoing visualization of writing in a magnetic medium, the follow-

ing points can be made:

 

 
it properties and parameters
of magnetization from one dir
variability1n its length and w 1. The steepness of the change in the head field would influence the transition

ter) between such transitions. length. . '
near density and the second 2. A steep M—H loop slope can reduce transmon length (a perfectly square’

, loop is ideal).
iting process includes applica
d in and near the gap of the h

e existing direction of magne

magnetized region in the med'
the M—H (medium magnetiza

'1) hysteresis loop curve. The '
a spread—out region, and this1
sections. Going through the s

3. The current applied to the coil to generate the H field is a function of time.

If the current versus time has a shallow slope, the H field generated will be

gradual. Inductance and capacitance of the head writing circuit contributes
to delays in generation of fields. These factors adversely contribute to the

field generation and result in elongation of transition time and length of
magnetic transition. These issues become more acute at high medium ve—
locity (RPM) and high data rates.

4. Whenever a magnetic field is changed in magnetic material, a demagne-
tizing field is set up in the material, and this reduces the influence of the
applied field trying to magnetize the material. This is manifested in the

ics as well as appreciate the ‘
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 Figure 3.15 Writing process sequence.

phenomenon of “like poles repel each other.” Section 2.6 describes,
demagnetizing fields.

Due to demagnetization fields, when the head field is supporting an already existm
direction, the length of magnetization tends to elongate, and when the head tiel

xisting magnetization direction, the length of that section tends to
The discrepancies in the lengths of the segments result in variation:
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come narrower.  
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 Sec. 3.13 I Side Writing, Reading, Erasing, and Fringing Fields of Heads ' 65

in locations of transition regions and create what is known as peak jitter in resul-

tant sequence of signal pulses. This adversely affects linear density. As a matter of
fact, the derivation of transition parameter a is based on equating a demagnetizing

field slope to the applied field of the head.  
- 3.13 SIDE WRITING, READING, EHASING,

AND FRINGING FIELDS OF HEADS

In all the discussion of the magnetic field from the head and its influence on the

medium so far, we have considered x and y directions. Direction x is where the head

poles and gap are located, and y is the direction from the head toward the medium,
as shown in Figure 3.16. For the third direction, z, we have assumed that writing and

signal production occur only in the width of the head. This is a reasonable assump-
tion for wide tracks. However, as track densities increase and tracks get narrower,

the influence of fringing fields beyond the physical track width becomes important.

We review this subject qualitatively with the help of Figures 3.16 and 3.17. Refer-

—————————————— . ence [7] gives quantitative discussion of this topic. In Figure 3.16, the axes x, y, and

ion  

  
 
 

Side—fringing field

(C)

process sequence. ,

:1 each other.” Section 2.6 des
Head core

ad field is supporting an already 6
is to elongate, and when the hea
)n, the length of that section-tends.
ngths of the segments result 11'! van

Figure 3.16 Side-fringing field of a head.
[7]
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sec. 3.14 I Reading Sinusoidal Magnetic Transitions 67

z are indicated. In Section 3.4, the head field in the medium at distance dis calcu-

lated. The field of at least HC is required to reverse magnetization in the medium.

However, 2.5 HC is provided to fully saturate the medium and allow for variations

in the field due to flying height, partial head saturation, and so on. For the calcula-

tion of this field, it is assumed (implicit in the Karlqvist equation) that the head is

infinitely long in the iz direction. Now if the fringe field in 2 at the end of the track

width is viewed in a similar manner, it is seen that only half of the head surface

contributes to the field, that is, the —y direction. There is no head material in the

+y direction to add to the field. So the Hx(0, d) in the z direction will be half as a

much as Hx(0, d) in the y direction. Thus, we expect to see as much as 1.25 HE field
at distance d from the head surface in the z direction.

Currently, d, the flying height, is on the order of 100 nanometers (0.1 pun).

The fringing magnetic field of 1.25Hc in the z direction reaches as far as 0.1 pm

on both sides of the track width. Hence, the magnetic track width is effectively ‘

increased by 0.1 p.111 on each side of the physical track width. For writing, at least a ,
field He is needed; however, the written track can be partially erased at much lower i

fields. So fringing fields result in erased bands on two sides of the written tracks. i 1

Influence of erase bands in the track-pitch determination are addressed in Section
9.1 l.

(c)(asertrack.  

Figure 3.17 shows the influence of fringing fields during writing and reading t, 1

of a magnetic track. The figure originally related to the study of fringing fields in a i J
tape but is equally applicable to disk recording. Figure 3.17a shows how the written ; 3
track width is increased from the physical head width during writing. Figure 3.17b

indicates pickup of fringing fields by the read head. Figure 3.l7c shows increased

erase track width, which results in erase bands adjacent to written track. Figure l

3.17d shows how the adjacent track signals may generate noise in the signal of a ‘

track being read. It should be noted that media parameters such as coercivity, head

geometry, and the degree of asymmetry in head write and read responses influence

fringing fields at track ends. Measurements of track profiles and microtrack profiles 5 .

are usually carried out to relate influence of fringing fields for component integra—
tion in a drive. Chapters 8 and 9 detail some of these measurements and error rate
studies.

_ READING SINUSOIDAL MAGNETIC TRANSITIONS

Most of the pioneering work on magnetic recording has been done on sinusoidal I
recording. Consumer electronics and recording utilize sine—wave signals for audio

and video recording. This is changing with more and more digital techniques being
used in consumer applications. For disk applications, sinusoidal signals are not
used directly. However, the study of sinusoidal magnetization is useful in funda—

mental studies in disk recording and provides a useful insight into disk design. At
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Figure 3.18 Sine—wave functi

high linear densities, digitally recorded signals become almost sinusoidal M01
over, sinusoidal functions are convenient for analytical studies, separating the co

tributions of different system parameters and for referring to the literature on ma

netic recording practices.

For a sinusoidally varying medium, we may write the magnetization as

Mx(x) = Mosin(kx) (3.3

(Fig. 3.18) Substituting the magnetization function equation (3.33) and the Kar

qvist expression for Hx from equation (3.2) into equation (3.20) and with quite
bit of algebra, Wallace [8] obtains the voltage output of the coil as *

1 — e‘k8 [mag/2)k8 kg/2
FDV(x') = —uonvw(Mr8)k[n][e'kd] ]cos(kx') (3.

where x’ = vt.

This equation explicitly separates out four loss factors as indicated by the fo

quantities in square brackets. The reason these terms are called “losses” is that we
of these terms is smaller than unity and reduce the output voltage by a correspondiri
fraction. The first term is the head efficiency 1] and has been discussed earlier.

The second term shows that the voltage decreases very rapidly—in fact, cit

ponentially, as the flying height d increases. This term is also known as Walla
spacing lossfactor. The number of decibels of power reduction due to spacing 105
can be calculated using

 
 

Spacing loss = 2010g10(e“kd) = -55 (2) dB . (3.
This means that as the sinusoidal signal wavelength approaches the head-disk spat:

ing (high frequency), the signal suffers a loss of— 55 dB or the signal15 redu
to less than 0.2% of its value. One practical application of the loss factor [9] is th

experimental determination of flying height d1n a disk drive by observing the rat!
of voltages for two sinusoidal wavelengths on the disk.

The third term relates to the dependence of voltage on the medium thickn

8. The slope of this 1053 with increasing thickness is not as steep as that of spam
loss but is significant. This is somewhat like a spacing loss for magnetizatio

the medium layer. Regions ofmagnetization in the medium that are farthest from
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Figure 3.18 Sine-wave func .,

kg/2 g‘ ' ‘1 K—‘AH 71' 2a 31 - I
e almost s1nusoidal. More

studies, separating the C ‘1 Figure 3.19 Gap loss factor. Figure 3.20 Gap nulls.
' t re onm . . . . .ng to the 11tera u ag head contribute relatlvely little to the Signal voltage. The last term 1n parentheses

is referred as the gap loss factor. For a very small gap, this term is unity, and as

the gap increases, the gap loss factor decreases and oscillates around zero (Fig.
3.19). The first zero corresponds to having the gap length equal to the wavelength

of magnetization reversal. When this happens, there is equal positive magnetization

and negative magnetization under the gap, and therefore no signal is generated (Fig.
3.20). No practical application has been considered beyond this first null. How-

ever, it has been demonstrated [10] that in the case of closely-spaced perpendicular
recording transitions, a fifth null has been seen at as high as 650 kiloflux reversals

: the magnetization as

ion (3.20) and with qui

 
:the 0011215 per inch. This means that magnetic recording is capable of showing observable , I

voltage signals up to very high linear densities. ‘
Fiji/2) cos(kx') (3. 11
cg , .51
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Recording Channel

8.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter focuses on factors that affect the linear bit density of a disk drive.
On-track linear density considerations are divided into three parts:

1. The channel and its modules are described in several sections (8.2—8.14).

The functions of these modules and common signal—processing steps are

discussed. The concepts of peak shift or bit shift, intersymbol interference,

and peak detection window are introduced. A peak detection channel is as-
sumed for general discussion while a sampling channel is described under

coding. Run length codes in current use are discussed here with primary

emphasis on (1, 7) peak detection coding. Partial response, maximum like-
lihood (PRML) and EPRML coding are reviewed and compared with the

peak detection procedure.

2. This part relates to writing and reading processes and their measurements:

topics of overwrite, write current optimization, roll—off curve, and resolu-
tion are explained in Sections 8.15—8.18.

3. The topics of noise in head, electronics, and medium are discussed in this

group. Signal-to-noise ratio is the importantfigure ofmerit used in the de-

sign and performance of the drive since it is strongly tied to the error rate
of the drive. These subjects are covered in Sections 8.19—8.23.

The channel is a critical part of a disk drive system. A well-designed channel can
provide superior density and performance from a drive. Innovative components
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Figure 8.1 Write and read functions of a disk drive channel.

without a balanced channel can produce a substandard drive. The channel con
sists of several electronic circuit modules. Figure 8.1 shows a simplified flOWChBJ
of these modules. The write encoder, precompensator, read automatic gain contn

(AGC), equalizer, data detector, and decoder are common elements of the sySten
A multiplexor matrix located on the end of the arm (or stack) connects one head at
time to these modules. These electronic modules occupied a cage of printed circu
cards on the large disk drives of the 19705. Today, all common modules are arrange
on two to three semiconductor chips and efforts are under way to accommodates
the functions to one chip. The write drivers and preamplifiers are mounted in
module on the arm of a head that is often referred to as the arm electronics modal

(AEM). Every head has its own independent read/write circuits on its AEM. Ti
wires connecting the AEM to the heads are kept as short as possible to minimii
resistance and inductance in the circuit.

8.2 FUNCTIONS OF A CHANNEL

There are-strong similarities between a communication channel and a recordil
channel. Here the word “communication” encompasses several fields, such as tel
phones, radio broadcasting, television, satellite transmissions, optical communic
tion, and so on. The objectives are identical in all cases. The, procedure to He
the data or information is almost equivalent. The information is coded to suitl
transmission or storage in another medium, transferred, and later decoded toll
original form. The common goal is to transfer the data from one medium to anolh
and eventually retrieve it in usable form as accurately as possible with the 15!
distortion or fewest errors.
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Figure 8.2 Peak detection read—process modules.

Figure 8.1 shows the writing and reading functions of a disk drive recording
channel; Figure 8.2 indicates the detection process in more detail. Digital data from
a computer processor or controller is first coded in a block called the encoder. Er—
ror correction coding is incorporated with the data at this stage. The encoded data

goes through a procedure called write precompensation. In the next step, digital
data is converted into currents by the write head drivers. This sequence of events is

also depicted in a timing diagram in Figure 8.3. The head writes this sequence of
pulses on disk tracks in the form of a series of transitions or magnetization changes
(see Section 3.2). The rotating disk stores these transitions, and when a command
to retrieve this data is received by the read head (which may be the same head

that wrote the information), it transforms medium transitions into electrical voltage

pulses. The information is now in analog form and includes the signal plus pertur-
bations and noises introduced during the writing and reading processes. Detection

of these signals and their conversion to digital form require several steps. Figure
8.2 and Figure 8.3 outline some of these steps.

The head output is amplified by an analog differential preamplifier. The am-

plification of signals is followed by automatic gain control. The automatic gain con-
trol circuit adjusts the amplitude of the signal within desirable boundaries. Next, the

Disk Drive Write and Read

Write current I I l l

Media
transitions

Data clock

Signal
voltage

Differentiated
signal
 

Clock I l |

Data output I I l I

Figure 8.3 Disk drive write and read.
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signal goes through low-pass filtering and/or equalization in a single module. The:
filtering limits the noise bandwidth, while equalization slims pulses so that interac.)
tion among adjacent pulses is reduced; this topic is discussed in Section 8.10. The?
signal is now differentiated electrically. The differentiator converts peaks of the;
signals into zero crossings, as shown in Figure 8.3. A comparator gate (not shown)
generates pulses out of the zero—crossing-detection circuit. The leading edges of the
pulses correspond to the transition locations on the medium. The series of pulses
at this stage correspond to the encoded data. However, the sequence of data also
contains embedded clock pulses. In the next stage, a phase—locked oscillator (PLOi
also called VFO for variable frequency oscillator) monitors this embedded clock
and reconstructs time intervals called windows. The detected zero crossings should ‘
fall within these windows. The reason for the reconstruction of clock pulses is cor
rection of clock shifts caused by unevenness in disk rotational speed, nonlinear
writing process, and noises. This topic is further discussed in Section 8.12. At the
next stage, the data decoder detects the presence or absence of zero crossings within
each of the windows and converts the data into its original form. This data is now
in “user” bytes and the computer or controller can process it.

Figure 8.3 shows the signal processing steps described on a timing diagram
The primary function of the channel is to arrange the data for writing on the dis
and retrieve it with minimum errors. The major error-causing factors in disk dri

 

  

     
  
  recording are as follows:

  
Intersymbol interference

Electronic noise from media, head, and preamplifier

Peak shifts generated by writing and reading processes at high bit densit
Overwrite loss, which relates to the effect of partially erased data

Effect of side writing and reading due to fringing fields at track boundari

Track misregistration due to head positioning irregularities on rotating d
Adjacent track interference ‘
Head (magnetic) domain noises
Media defects.

 

 

 
  

 PWSQP‘PP’N’.‘
In this chapter, the first four factors are discussed since they relate to “on-trac
error—producing mechanisms. The other factors will be considered in Chapter 9
integration. It should be noted, though, that the channel is designed to ensure err
free performance in the presence of all the factors.

  
  
 
 
 

 
 

8.3 PEAK SHIFT OR BIT SHIFT
FROM INTEBSYMBOL INTERFERENCE
 

  When the pulse peaks deviate (shift) from the center of the expected time interV
(windows) during detection, the chances of errors increase. These peak shifts
predominantly caused by three factors:
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1. Intersymbol interference or crowding of transitions

2. The addition of noises to the pulse waveforms by head, medium, and elec-
tronics

3. The writing processes.

In this section, the first cause, intersymbol interference (ISI) is discussed. Fig—

ure 8.4a shows read pulses from two isolated transitions. As these transitions are

brought closer (at higher linear bit densities), the pulses due to the two transitions

superimpose, as in Figure 8.4b. Note that (1) the resultant double-pulse peaks are
reduced in amplitudes and (2) the location of signal peaks has been shifted outward

as if the peaks have been “repelled” by each other. The reductions in amplitude of

pulses cause a roll-off curve, discussed in Section 8.18. The shift in peaks is impor-
tant since excessive shift tends to make the peak fall outside of its designated time

interval during peak detection. In the figure, it is assumed that two pulses can be su-

perposed linearly. As crowding becomes severe, the peak shift increases. When the

peak shifts exceed 10—20% of clock window, error rates become excessive. There

are several techniques that reduce the crowding and bit shifts. Equalizing or slim-

ming the pulses is one method (Section 8.10), and an appropriate coding scheme

(Section 8.5) is another. The amounts of shifts can vary depending on the sequences

of 1’s and 0’s. However, there is some predictability of shifts in coded data, and it

is used to reduce shifts by precompensated writing, as explained in Section 8.7.
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Figure 8.5 Peak detection window. distribution.
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 8.4 PEAK DETECTION WINDOW 

 
 
 

Figure 8.5 shows the signal pulses, differentiated signals, designated windows, and -
detected signals. The listed factors in Section 8.2 contribute to deviations in the lil-
cation of a bit zero crossing in a window. Since there are several factors influencing -,
the location of a signal peak or zero crossing, it is convenient to think of the posit

of peak as a statistical outcome; The position of the peak, on average, may fall at
center of the window. It may fall within or outside the window with various pr

abilities. The probability of the peak falling outside of a window interval deno
errors. Section 9.13 describes the translation of error probability into error rat

The following discussion addresses how the error probabilities may be calculat
Location of the peak window has a distribution of the type shown in Figure 8

The mean or average location of the peak may be in the center. The distribution in
be assumed to be normal or Gaussian with a mean at 0, the center of the window,

a standard deviation of 0'. Normal distribution fit is an idealization that allows IIII

analytical calculations. More critical application may need experimentally deriv
distribution. The probability that the bit peak falls outside of the window is giv
by the area of the curve outside of window boundaries. For low error rate orl
probability of error, the distribution should be narrow with small on In this chap
only factors causing peak jitters due to on—track variables are considered. Chapte
describes additional factors that cause peak jitter due to off-track variables.

   
  
 

 

  
   
 
 

 
  
 

    
  
   
  
 8.5 CODING IN A DISK DRIVE CHANNEL 
 
 
 

 The procedure of coding for a disk drive is simply a conversion of incoming “I!
bits” into another bunch of bits with an objective of promoting high linear dens

while reducing errors. Figure 8.7 depicts the encoding process. '
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d1, d2, d3; (14 c1. C2, C3, C4. C5, C5   
 

Figure 8.7 Customer data and coded bits.

The bits on the output side of the encoder are used by the write driving circuit
to initiate and control head coil currents. Early disk drives relied on the very simple

procedure of writing user data directly onto the disk. This procedure is a form of
coding in which the CS are the same as the d’s, or C,- = 41,-. Figure 8.8a shows
this code, known as nonretum to zero (NRZ). The reason for the name is that the

current is always in either a positive or a negative direction during writing but never
at zero (the dashed baseline). The figure shows data pattern 011010 and clocking
intervals. The NRZ-coded bit pattern corresponds to the direction of currents in

the write head. The resultant magnetization transitions in the disk medium are also
shown.

Every coding scheme has “rules” that allow construction of coded bit patterns.
In the case of the code in Figure 8.8a, whenever the data bit changes from 0 to 1, the

write coil current goes from negative to positive, and the magnetization reverses
direction from left to right. For one or more 1’s, the current continues in the same di-

rection; hence, magnetization in the medium continues in the left-to-right direction.

When incoming data bits change from 1 to 0, the current in the write coil reverses,

creating the transition in the medium. For the duration of 0’s, the current and magne—
tization

Data I I I I I I 1Clock

NRZcoded " "““ "‘ " '—
bits

NRZ transitions

(a)

NRZI coded
Mm -- —— --—— -———

(b)

FMcoded OlllllOlllOlbits

(c)
001010001000

MFMcoded
bits

Figure 8.8 Codes and magnetic transitions. (d)
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continue to remain in the same direction. Although this is the simplest form of;«we»,,,.
coding, it has several disadvantages. First, the number of transitions on the dis  
track are the same as the number of incoming user bits; other schemes can stag?
more bits with fewer transitions. Second, when a long series of 0’s exists in the”?

user data, there is no clocking information in the data. Hence, the data flow canmjj
be used for re-creating clock pulses. Third, if there is an error in any bit of the NR2

method, the error propagates by reversing transitions erroneously.

mwwmmumvmwwm
3‘  aWW
 

8.6 NRZI, MFM, AND RUN LENGTH-LIMITED CODES  
The procedure of coding called nonreturn to zero inverted (NRZI) is a modification ‘
of NRZ discussed earlier. It removes one of the disadvantages of the NRZ schem

Figure 8:8b shows this method. The rule here is that, at every clock position, if
data bit is l, the direction of the current changes, and hence the medium magne

zation reverses, creating a transition at that time. Thus, transitions in the medi

are synchronized with the occurrence of 1’s in‘=the data sequence. In this case,
error in any one bit can be spotted, and hence it can be corrected. The code can
provide reliable clocking when there are many 0’s in a sequence and the density
transitions is the same as the incoming data bits. These simple codes may be us

as standards for comparisons with other codes used for disk drive applications
The two methods just discussed actually involve no encoding. One major r

  
 

  
 

 more user bits without exceeding allowed transition density. Another objective

coding is to rearrange the incoming data so as to reduce the possibility of err
during writing, reading, and detection. The third function of the coding procedu
is to ensure that when data is read from the disk track, the sequence of codedb
should allow re—creation of timings or generation of the clock so that data dete

 
 

 
drives, but it is a useful stepping-stone to the understanding of the very popu
MFM code.

8.6.1 FM

The objective of this code is to make itself self—clocking simply by insé
ing 1’s between every two user bits. Figure 8.8c shows the string of user data
converted according to this rule. The bit—reversal diagram indicates clocking
added to the code bits. The presence of 1’s at expected locations simplifies clog
ing. The read and write clocks have to run at twice the frequency of data bi
accommodate these additional inserted l’s. The other disadvantage of the code
that the maximum number of transitions per unit distance are twice as large as th
in NRZ/NRZI coding. The window within which detection must take place is
as wide as NRZ or NRZI codes.
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8.6.2 MFM

The modified frequency modulation code is also known as the Miller code.

Figure 8.8c reveals that there are many more transitions than necessary to break up
a string of 0’s for making the code self-clocking. In other words, the FM code is

“extravagant” for the objective of self-clocking. A new code was invented (Figure
8.8d) that met the following two conditions:

1. At least one 0 must exist between any two 1’s so that transitions are mini—
mized.

2. No more than three 0’s must exist between any two 1‘s.

This latter constraint avoids a long stream of 0’s, making self-clocking possible.
Such a code is MFM [or (1, 3)]. The process of finding the “rules” to encode data

from user bits to accomplish the foregoing objectives gets a little complex. How—

ever, the procedures for encoding data according to this and other run length—limited

(RLL) codes has been well established and described in the literature [1, 2]. We

shall not go into these methods. Still, it is important to understand some of the at-

tributes of the most commonly used codes. Looking at Figure 8.8d. one can confirm
that the constraints described earlier are really met in the MFM coded bits. The

minimum distance between any two coded bits is two clock cycles due to the rule

that there should be at least one 0 between two 1’s. As a result of this condition,

the intersymbol interference or crowding of the pulses is two times less than FM

code and equal to NRZI code. However, the MFM code requires the same clocking
frequency as the FM code or twice the frequency of user data bits or NRZI. The
window within which the coded bit should be detected is half as small as in the case

of NRZI. Hence the code is a hybrid of NRZI and FM codes with some advantages

of both. For the analysis of attributes and comparisons among codes, a system of
nomenclature has been developed. Let us define these terms with MFM code as

an example. Figure 8.9 is redrawn from Ref. [2] for the comparison of codes with

a 4—bit data sequence. This figure is helpful in clarifying attributes for most used
codes.

t—-——l '------4
Data: - 1 - 1 - O ‘ 1

,_4 r-u-q
(MFM: . 1 . 1 . 1 . l . 0 . l . l . 1 .

t————l l’""‘

(b)MFM: .l-O-I-O-O'O'I'O‘
j_.___.._4 r---1 . \\

(C)l/2(2,7); ‘1'0'0'1'0'0'0' 0'
I-———l ""“

(d)2/3(l,7): - 1 - 0 - 1 ' 0 ' 0 ‘ 0 '

i——-——( Minimum transition spacing
#-'''''" Window width Tw

Figure 8.9 Run length~lirnited code patterns [2].
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When 2: bits are'encoded into y code bits, the ratio x/y is called the code rate; '

Note that y should always be larger thanx if the coded data is to be constrained. This f
can be explained by the fact that x bits result in 2" possible sequences and coded y;
bits result in 2y sequences. The number of coded sequences should be larger thafi;
the user bit sequences so that the remaining sequences can be utilized to conform“
to constraints imposed by the code. In the case of MFM, the code rate is 1/2, sin i ,
4 user data bits are converted into 8 coded bits, as observed in Figure 8.9b. Th“ ’

minimum number of 0’s required (in coded bits) between any two 1’s is assign
the letter d, while the maximum number of 0’s allowed between two 1’s is given
the letter k. For MFM, d = l and k = 3. The code is defined by these quantiti

as x/y (d, k). So the MFM code is characterized by 1/2 (1, 3). Note that NRZI c
be recognized as 1/1 (0, 00) code. The quantity (1 of the code relates to the minimum
distance between transitions. The higher the value of d, the longer the time interva

between transitions. The parameter k relates to the allowed length of time interva

in 0’s before the clocking procedure becomes ineffective.

If the clock interval Tis one cycle of the data bits, the coded clock time interv

is given by (x/y)T. This is also the time interval within which the coded bit mu
be detected; hence,

 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 
  Tw= 5 T (8.

y  
 For MFM code, TW = (1/2)T. The minimum time intervals between transiting

Tmin for coded data can be given by referencing Figure 8.9 as  

 
 

Tml-n=(d+l)Tw=(d+1) 5 Ty

 
 The MFM code minimum transition time Tmin = 2(1/2)T = T. One of the mo

useful quantities relating user bit density in bits per millimeter (b/mm) to the flu
changes per millimeter (fc/mm) on the disk track is defined as a density ratio
is given by the ratio of reciprocals of time intervals as

b/mm l/T x
_—— = —-— : d+1—
fc/mm l/Tmin ( )y

   
  

  

 
 
 

 
 The density ratio for the MFM code is 1; hence, fc/mm on the disk is equal to b/ _

One more quantity of interest is the ratio of the highest possible frequency con
to the lowest frequency content of any specific code and is given by

fh _ k + 1

fi d+l

  
  
 

 
 
 
 

This quantity is useful for carrying out write—over loss and resolution meas
ments, described later in the chapter. A method of deriving maximum frequenc
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a head-disk system is exemplified. Assume a disk velocity of 10 m/s and a medium
density of 2000 fc/mm with a pattern of all 1’s. The number of transitions traversing
per second under the head is 10X 103 X 2000. Two transitions make one cycle.
Hence the high frequency of data is 10 MHZ.

8.6.3 RLL Codes

IBM introduced the run length—limited code 1/2 (2, 7) in its 3380 disk drives in

1980. This became an industry standard in all major large-size drives. As illustrated

in Figure 8.9c, the clock frequency of the coded data is twice the data bit density,
similar to the MFM code. The time interval window Tw is one—half of the data clock

time interval. The minimum two 0’s between the 1’s result in ngn of 3/2 T. The

density ratio for the code is (b/mm)/(fc/mm) = 3/2. Thus 50% more user bits are
stored in a given number of flux transitions compared to MFM. The constraint of
seven maximum 0’s between 1’s allows a sufficient rate of transitions to extract
clock information from data.

Lately, a 2/3 (1, 7) code has become the standard for all sizes of disk drives.
This code maps 4 bits of user data into 6 bits of coded data so the code rate is 2/3.
The clock window to detect coded data is TW = 2/3T, about 33% larger than that in

1/2 (2, 7) code. The code clock rate is 50% faster than the data bit clock frequency,

making electronics less limiting than the 1/2 (2, 7) code where the required clock
rate was twice the frequency of the data clock. The minimum time interval between
transitions is Tmin = 4/3T and the density ratio bpi/fci = 4/3, about 11.3% less

advantageous than the (2, 7) code. Figure 8.9d shows the attributes of the code in
comparison with other codes.

We conclude this section on coding by presenting Table 8.1, which summa—
rizes attributes of the codes discussed and includes corresponding information for
PRML code as well.

TABLE 8.1 Disk Drive Recording Codes and Their Parameters

  

 
  
 

 

  
 

vals as _________________.____________—_—_——

x Code Clock
(d + 1)‘ Rate, Detection Transition (b/mm)/ bpi/ Frequency

y Code x/y Window, Tw Time, Tmin (fc/mm) (fa/mm) Ratio fh/f,

fc/mm on the disk is equal to b/mm. NRZI 1/1 T T 1 25.4 1 —

highest possible frequency content _ 1/1 (0, 00)
Code and is given by MFM 1/2 1/2 T T 1 25.4 2 2

, 1/2 (1, 3)

(8, 1/2 (2, 7) 1/2 1/2 T 3/2 T 3/2 38.1 2 I 8/3

_ 2/3 (1, 7) 2/3 2/3 T 4/3 T 4/3 33.87 1.5 4/1
over loss and resolution measur - PRML 8/9 0.89 T 0.89T 0.89 22.6 1.11 4/1
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8.7 WRITE PRECOMPENSATION

Section 8.3 described 181 and peak shifts due to transition crowding. The last sectioii
discussed coding schemes that reduce transition crowding by inserting the number .
of 0’s between 1’s and widening the window of detection. The equalization di Head
cussed in Section 8.10 uses electronic signal processing to slim down the pulses a “0‘15
thus reduce ISI. This section describes another method, called write precompenrq.
tion, to reduce intersymbol interference. Write precompensation, often referred ‘
as write equalization, is a significant step practiced to reduce peak shifts in cod
data. During the write process, the current pulses that write the data can be timedjg ‘

 

 
  
  
   
     

 

  compensate for peak shifts occurring during reading. The shifting of peaks depend; ‘ “gm
on the coded bit patterns and density of transitions. It is desirable to have the pu .
peaks fall in the center of the detection windows for minimum errors. Peak shift; The AEM is l(
with worst case data patterns at the inner diameter of the disk (where the density ;
transitions is highest) can cause the worst error rates. » '

Referring to Figure 8.41), the current in the write coil for transition that c
responds to the positive pulse is delayed by the estimated shift interval, While
write current for the trailing, negative pulse is shifted ahead by the expected s
amount. This procedure is called write precompensation and is successfully app
in many drives. One would think that for different sequences of bits there wo
be a variety of bit shifts (the words bit shift and peak shift are used interchan
ably), and it would be difficult to apply a standard compensation for possible ca
Actually, there are only a few combinations of data that require different deg
of precompensation. The estimated precompensation algorithms may be store
look—up tables. The process of precompensation brings data pulses closer, and he
it increases the frequency content of the signal, which is also the characteristi
read equalization. For this reason, the procedure is also called write equalizat
There is some penalty of increased noise in the channel due to widening of
frequency bandwidth.
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8.8 ARM ELECTRONICS MODULE 9 AUTOMATlC G  
  

  
The function (

signal values
detection proc
before the det

stage is measu
sas to maintain
of the reasons

Figure 8.1 shows the schematics of a multihead disk drive system. The arm;
tronics module encompasses the following functions in the read and write op
tions of the drive:  

  
 

 
 

 
  

 

 1. There are circuits that switch a head between the write and read operatl
2. The write drivers supply fast switching currents to the head accordi

the data input.

3. The preamplifier circuits amplify small readout signals.

     

  

 
  
 

4. The MR head requires constant-current— or constant—voltage—supply 1, Flyin
cuits to activate the sensor. 2_ Disk-

3. Medi

The arm electronic circuit schematic for an inductive head is shown in Figure
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Figure 8.10 Arm electronics schematic—current driver and preamplifier.

The AEM is located on the head arm as close to the head as possible to reduce

addition of inductance, resistance, and capacitance to write/read circuits. A typical

write driver for a center-tapped ferrite or film head is shown in Figure 8.10. The

procedure to select the optimum write current is described in Section 8.17.
For writing, signal input from the precomp circuit is applied to the base of the

write drivers. For reading, the signal output is differentially applied to the bases of
wide-bandwidth, low-noise transistors. This stage should amplify the signal without

adding significant noise to it. Note that any noise added to the signal at this stage
gets amplified along with the signal. The gain of a typical amplifier is on the order
of 100. Once the signal is large enough, the later stages of amplification do not add

significant noise to the detection process.
Resistor Rd has a dual function. During writing, it provides damping and

reduces oscillations in the output current. During reading, it flattens the frequency-

versus-output—voltage profile and reduces the effect of resonance for wide—bandwidth
application. Equivalent circuits and performance of the ferrite, film, and MR heads
are treated in Section 5.7.

_ 3L9 AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTROL MODULE

The function of the AGC is to adjust the gain of read peak voltages so that the peak

signal values going into detection circuits are within tolerable levels for the peak
detection process. This is accomplished by means of a monitoring feedback loop
before the detection stage to the AGC module. The voltage prior to the detection

stage is measured and fed back to the variable gain amplifier. The gain is adjusted so
as to maintain a detection voltage within a specified range. The following are some
of the reasons for the variability in the magnitude of incoming voltage signals:

1. Flying height changes
2. Disk-to—disk and head-to-head variations

3. Medium coating thickness, and media remanence variations.
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The AGC feedback loop is designed so that it corrects only slowly varying (brig
frequency) changes but is not responsive to the high-frequency content of the signing
gains. The sudden changes in signal would be undesirable since they can create!
distortion in signals and peak shifts.

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

8.10 FILTER AND EQUALIZER

The function of a low-pass filter following the AGC module is to limit high frequ _
cies, thereby limiting noise entering the detection process. The noise is proportio

to the total bandwidth of the signal, and reduction of bandwidth by high-freque
cutoff reduces noise added to the signal. The filter bandwidth should be sufficien

allow signal content. The filter cutoff frequency can be estimated from the rule

it should be equal to two times the highest frequency of recorded transitions.

example, the IBM 3380 disk drive data rate was 3 MB/s or 24 Mb/s (assumin

bits/byte). The drive used (2, 7) code; hence, 24 Mb/s translates into 16 Mfc/s (l

at the (b/mm)/(fc/mm) ratio in Table 8.1). Two flux changes make a cycle; hen

the highest frequency of flux changes is 8 MHz, and a filter cutoff frequency of

MHz (at —3 dB) may be used. For (1, 7) coded data, the filter cutoff frequency;
MHz) is given by the data rate in MB/s times 6. For example, a 4.5—MB/s data‘r
with (1, 7) coded channel would produce a filter cutoff of 27 MHz. The fifth-o

Butterworth filter is often used to provide reasonably sharp cutoff with linear

response [3]. The filter provides a more symmetrical pulse, thereby reducing

and, depending on the specific design, providing partial equalization.

Equalization is an electrical technique of slimming signal pulses so th

tersymbol interference among adjacent pulses is significantly reduced. Chap
discussed thin pole, thin film heads. Thin poles in these heads result in unders

to the signal pulse. The undershoots tend to slim the pulses and provide bu

equalization. An interesting aspect of this type of built—in equalization is tha

“adaptive”; that is, the slimness varies according to the linear velocity as the
moves from the inner diameter to the outer diameter. Ferrite heads, MR heads

thick pole film heads do net have significant built—in slimming or equalizatio

most circumstances, these heads can benefit from electronic equalization. Firs _

process of shaping the pulses with equalization process is described; then th , - '
vantages and shortcomings of using equalization are discussed. Considerable

has been done and reported on the art of designing equalization for commu

tion and magnetic recording channels. Here the principle of equalization for
drives is explained in a simplified form. Figure 8.11a shows a pulse of voltage

from the disk transition. Figure 8.11b shows short pulses replicated from the

in Figure 8.11a and placed at different time locations. The summation of pul's

Figures 8.11a and 8.11b is shown in Figure 8.11c. The resultant pulse is slim
This and a more complex form of equalization synthesis are conveniently C

out by using a delay line with taps.
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 Figure 8.12 shows a tapped delay line. The output equalized voltage pulse is

given in terms of input pulse, delay times, and reduction factors of the pulse. The
process indicated in Figure 8.11 is now explained in terms of input and output of the
delay line, Figure 8.12. The input signal is as shown in Figure 8.11a. In the delay

line A1 represents reduction and reversal of the original signal by a factor —a; this
represents the left-hand, short reversed signal in Figure 8.1 lb. For'the example here
A2 is 1, that is, the unchanged magnitude of the input signal occurring at a time D

after the input. Here, A3 is again -a, so that the replica of the original reduced and

reversed signal appears at the output after a time delay of 2D and represents the

right—hand side of the signal in Figure 8.11b. The summation of signals occurring

in these magnitudes and delays results in the output shown in Figure 8.11c. Other

delay line taps are unused. This process is next indicated in analytical form:
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Figure 8.12 Equalization with a tapped delay line.
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’ues of a’s and D’s involves trade—offs between improvements in 181 and increas
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mm = —avl-(t) + v;'(t - D) — (11210? — 2D)

The Fourier transform of this equation converts it into frequency domain as

V001») = (—a + 61"“) — ae“j“’2D)Vi(jw)

For a specific case of a = 0.5, the equation can be rewritten as

V0(jw) V _ - D
. = [l — cos(wD)]e 1‘”

Vi(J (D)

The ratio of the output voltage to the input voltage in the frequency domain is called

a transferfunction of equalization. This transfer function is referred to as a cos;
equalizer [4]. The equalized pulse waveform for a = 0.22 and several values
delays D in nanoseconds are shown in Figure 8.13 [3]. The selection of specific v

 

noise due to the increased bandwidth. The signal bandwidth and noise voltage
discussed in Section 8.19.

As indicated earlier, much work has been done on the synthesis of equ

izers for optimum designs for rigid-disk drive applications. Semiconductor ch
are available that allow programming of coefficients of tapped delay lines foro

timizing applications. However, it should be noted that equalized signals requ

8.11 PEAH

 

increased frequency bandwidth and result in the addition.of noise to the sign In S
The transitions and pulses are most crowded at the innermost diameter. As a he a d‘lj
reads increasing-diameter tracks, pulse crowding is reduced. For optimum resul This
equalization needs to be varied accordingly. ' teCh'

Due to the complexity of electronics and addition of noise, equalization w cura
rarely used in large drives. Write precompensation combined with low—pass filteri mtro
has been sufficient for most applications. With thick pole, thin film heads and . “”9
heads, equalization is routinely used. Use of PRML channel requires shaping int“
signal pulse with carefully designed filtering. chalow

1.2 mm

1'0 Delay factor 50 nsec

.5 path
a 0-8 The
5 1
7., 0.6 SU t,C:

.5.“ 0,4 puls<
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011th
Figure 8.13 Film head equalization: a = 0.22; D = 15 - - - 50 ns [3].
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Figure 8.14 Zero crossing peak detection with clipping.

{He 0n the synthesis of equal 3.11 PEAK DETECTION PROCESS
ications. Semiconductor chip

'5 of tapped delay lines for op
that equalized signals requ

.ddition\of noise to the signal
innermost diameter. As a heat

reduced. For optimum results

In Section 8.4, on the peak detection window, the general procedure of obtaining
a differentiated zero crossing signal in the window for detection was described.
This section will discuss in some detail the process with a gated peak detection
technique (Figure 8.14). The objective of the procedure is to detect signals ac-
curately by eliminating the effect of low—level baseline noise and spurious noises
introduced by medium surface irregularities. The coded signal passes through
two parallel paths. In one path the signal goes through differentiation. Differ—
entiation of the pulse results in the waveform with a zero crossing at the peak
location. Detection of zero crossing within time window signifies a signal or “1.”
However, the detection process must also satisfy a second condition, discussed
below.

0 Figure 8.14 shows the output passing through an and gate. The second
' path followed by the original signal is shown in the lower part of the figure.

The isolated pulses in this path are rectified by a full—wave rectifier. As a re-
sult, all positive or negative peak waveforms are now converted into positive
pulses. The rectified pulses go through a process called clipping, which only al-
lows peaks larger than the designated clipping voltage. The purpose of clipping
is to ensure that low—level noises are eliminated from the pulse sequence and

tion of noise, equalization wa’
)mbined with low-pass filterin

t pole, thin film heads and MR
. channel requires shaping of  

 

§ 15 ‘ I, only sufficiently large signal pulses go through. The signals from two parallel :ji3 paths are logically anded, which means only signals that occur simultaneously i
50 ‘ in both paths are accepted as legitimate signals. Spurious noise (shown in the 3'

.,____r__.___. i I upper path) is not accepted as valid since the same noise signal is not present w
75 200 225 250 in both branches of the parallel paths after baseline noise is clipped. The proce— 1.];

‘ dure thus assures that only pulses larger than the designated magnitude generate

;D = is-uso ns [3]. OUtPUt-
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. Figure 8.15 Clock correction at PLO module.

8.12 VARIABLE FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR
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pulse—by-pulse basis.  
 8.13 PARTIAL RESPONSE MAXIMUM

LIKELIHOOD CHANNEL
 

  

 

 
 

 The acronym PRML is derived from the data communication field. The term P ’
stands for two separate concepts: PR for partial response and ML for maximum ll i
lihood. It is possible to use a non-PR code such as (l, 7) with sampling and m
mum likelihood detection. The next section discusses the principle of this co
First, we shall discuss the attributes of and motivations of using a PRML ch

 

    
 
  
 
  

  

8.1

V Next, a simple explanation of the concept is given along with a comparison be:
peak detection and PRML channels. In the latter part of the section, elements

theory are given with equations and figures for clarification. , this
Digital modems~long—distance communication channelshuse a pm: a big

of (l) sampling the analog input, (2) digitizing it, (3) transmitting it, andt are c 
 

decoding it into analog output at the receiving station. Similarly, digital in
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tion is converted by the writing head to an analog input to the disk, which is later
read as an analog output to the read detection channel. The PRML channel takes
the analog output signal from the reading preamplifier, filters it (or equalizes it) to
shape it appropriately, samples it, and then uses a procedure to detect the signal
with high reliability.

The advantages of the sampled detection in a noisy environment have been
well known in data communications. The applications of these procedures to the
disk drive industry came into focus in the early 1970s with publication of several
papers from IBM researchers. The subject took on a new importance with announce—
ments ofdrives with PRML channels in 1989. Note that the first product (IBM 0681
in 1990) using PRML employed MIG heads. Application of PRML is not synony—
mous with the use of MR heads.

8.13.1 Motivation

 

The motivating factors leading to conversion of the recording channel in disk
drives from peak detection to PRML are summarized as follows:

1. Researchers working on sampled detection (PRML) channels modeled and
experimentally verified that a PRML channel can give 20 —30% additional
linear density compared to a peak detect ( l, 7) channel with identical com—
ponents (head, medium) and flying heights.

2. The move to PRML entails a digitization of the channel. The use of digital
servo and digital controls of the spindle along with a digital channel have
many advantages. Powerful digital signal processing techniques developed
in other fields can be applied to disk drives. Use of digital components re-
sults in miniaturization and standardization ofLSI (large-scale integration)
circuitry along with a lower power requirement and lower cost.

3. The digital Channel lends itself to self-diagnosis, leading to higher yields
in manufacturing and potential convenience during maintenance of the de-
vice. Special test patterns are used that, when examined after sampling of
data, allow medium surface monitoring and give insight into the variability
of flying heights and potential for failures.

4. In the process of peak detection, the signal is differentiated for generating
zero cross—over. This process amplifies higher frequencies, which in turn
contributes additional noise and increased errors. The sampling process
measures amplitudes at specific intervals and eliminates this step.

   
8.13.2 Explanation of PRML and Comparison ’ “

with Peak Detection Channel

  
  The words pulse, signal, symbol, and transition are used interchangeably in

this discussion. Figure 8.16 shows the superposed data’pulses as they would occur at
a high linear density of flux transitions in peak detect procedure. Peaks of thepulses
are detected within allocated windows. The most pulse crowding possible with peak
detect is shown in this figure. Figure 8.17 indicates two consecutive pulses of a
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Figure 8.16 Peak detection. Figure 8.17 PRML sampling.

PRML channel. At every clock time T distance apart, samples of the signal voltag
are taken. The W in the figure is a half pulse width. For now, let us consider a si

pulse, as shown by a solid line in Figure 8.17.
At positions 5], 52, S3, and S4, the sampled outcomes are 0, 1, l, and 0, res'

tively. Sampling at the two positions sz and S3 for the pulse gives nonzero outco’
while sampling at 31 and S4 always gives zeros. For a variety of PRML chann
this type of sampling channel, with two nonzero sampling locations per puls
called a partial response channel of class IV. Now consider both adjacent pu
(solid and dashed lines) in Figure 8.17. Two pulse waveforms are allowed to su‘f
pose but in prescribed positions. The second (negative) pulse is a displaced L
of the first pulse. The displacement is time T. Every additional pulse (not show
a sequence of pulses will be similarly displaced by exactly one sample positi:
apart. When sampled voltages of the tWo pulses are measured at s1, 32, S3, S4, ‘
and digitized, the result is the sequence 0, 1, O, — l, and 0. Note that there are ,
levels to be detected for this sampling channel, compared to only two (+1

for the peak detect channel. The pulse waveform for PRML channels should h
a certain shape and frequency'relationship. Special filters are developed f
purpose, and this topic is described in the next section. Higher overlap of ad
pulses is possible with partial response channels, as seen in Figure 8.17. q

The second part of PRML, that is, maximum likelihood, is also discuss
Section 8.13.4. We simply state the idea here. In the case of a peak detect proced '
every pulse is treated and detected independently without using anyinformatio .
the adjacent pulses or data already read. In the maximum likelihood case, s
pulses or symbols are treated as an entity and detected simultaneously. Not only
sequence of pulses treated together, but a sliding window of a sequence of puls‘
detected simultaneously in a continuous manner. For a detection of every seq

questions are asked regarding which of the possible outcomesis most likely
sequence being detected based on the statistical inference of the prior informfi
This provides a minimum error possibility or maximum likelihood detectio

One objective of the PRML channel is to increase linear bit density.
ure of merit has been devised to compare the density capabilities of a
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of channels. A magnetic transition is read as a pulse. The function of the channel

and coding is to give the maximum number of customer bits per pulse width. The

figure of merit is defined as the number of customer or user bits per half pulse width
(P50) at the preamplifier output.

To compare the figure of merits for peak detect and a PRML channel, con-
sider an idealized Lorentzian pulse waveform and no filtering. For those unfamiliar

with the concept of resolution as applied to the linear density of a disk drive, a re-
view of Section 8.18 could be helpful here. As the density increases, interference

between pulses increases and peak voltages of the pulses drop. For the (1, 7) peak

detection procedure, a resolution of 50% (which means a drop in voltage to half its

peak value) is considered detectable. Equation (8.16), derived for Lorentzian pulse
shapes, indicates that spacing between peaks of adjacent pulses will be a 'certain
fraction (1.39) of half—voltage pulse width (P50). This also means that the highest

density of 1.39 peak spacing for a given pulse width of signal pulse is allowable
for reliable detection of a signal for a peak detect channel. For this example, we

assume a half pulse width, W, to be the same as P50 where signal drops from peak

to 50% signal value. To convert coded bits to customer bits, the multiplier for (1,

7) peak detect channel is %. So to find customer bits per half pulse width we get
% X 1.39, which yields 1.85. Practical numbers range between 1.5 and 1.7 bits per
nonfiltered half pulse width. A PRML channel can operate at a very low resolution

and still be effective in providing data extraction with an acceptably low error rate.

The process of combining sampling and maximum likelihood detection provides

this advantage to PRML. The total density of practical PRML channels range be-

tween 2 and 2.5 user bits per half pulse width. Table 8.2 summarizes differences

between peak detection and the PRML channel.

8.13.3 Partial Response

Elements of PRML theory are addressed next. First, consider the principle of

partial response (PR). Figure 8.18a shows a signal pulse resulting from reading a
transition in the media. ' g

A sampling procedure to detect the signal is to sample the amplitude of the

signal at regular intervals of time T apart, as shown. When the sampling circuit

shows an amplitude larger than the predefined value (threshold), existence of the ‘1’

is realized. This procedure can be improved if the signal is equalized or filtered so

that the resultant pulse to be detected is such that it has nonzero value at only one
sampled time and at all other sampled times it is zero. Such an equalizer can be

designed. Figure 8.18c shows a filtered output with nonzero output at a single sam—

pled time. At all other sampling times output is ideally zero. This type of filter and
channel are called “full-response” filter and “full—response” channel. The frequency

boost required for such a filter is quite high and adds significant noise to the output.
A modified sampling procedure has been devised that provides a more bal-

anced approach in the trade—off between addition of noise by high-frequency boost
versus intersymbol elimination. Two sampled locations may have nonzero ampli—

tudes corresponding to a single pulse but the response at other sampled times will be
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TABLE 3.2 Comparison of Peak Detect and PRML Channels

Peak Detect Channel (1, 7)

Signal peaks are detected within the time
window.

One pulse is detected at a time to determine if
the output is 1 or 0.

Signals are 'slimrned (equalized) to reduce 1S1.
Slimming adds high-frequency content and noise
to the signal.

Differentiation of the pulse to detect zero crossing
within the window adds noise to the signal. .

Signal-tomoise ratio needs to be high to detect a
signal from interference and noise.

Two states (0, 1) are required.

The need for high signal-to—noise ratio for an
acceptable error rate requires that the highest
flux changes allowable are limited to about 50%
resolution.

The half pulse width accommodates up to 1.7
user bits.

Little if any dramatic extensions of pure peak
detect processes are likely in the foreseeable
future,

PRML Channel

Signal values are registered at sampled times.

A series of samples are taken at regular time
intervals for a set of pulses, and signal values are
extracted for the sequence by using a statistical
maximum likelihood process.

Adjacent pulses are allowed to overlap with
a provision that sampling times coincide for
overlapping pulses. Precise filtering is needed to
shape the pulses, which add to signal noise.

No signal differentiation is required.

The sampled signal detection process allows for
a lower (1.5—3-dB) signal-to-noise ratio for the
same error rates.

Sample values have three states for the PRML
channel (+1, 0, —1).

PRML sampling and detection procedures allow
successful detection (acceptable error rate) at a

flux change density resolution of between 10 and
30%. ‘

The half pulse width of the signal may
accommodate betWeen 2 and 2.5 customer
bits.

Progress in the PRML channel depends on
data communication and integrated circuit

technologies, both of which are heavily explored ‘
Chances of extending the disk drive capabilities

through PRML are high as these technologies
progress.

zero. Figure 8.19c shows such a modified pulse form. Such a signal is calle
partial response signal, and a channel that uses such signals is called a pa
response channel of class IV. The filter that results in such a signal output f0
isolated transition signal is called a class IV partial response filter, or PR—IVfill
(Figure 8.191)) for short. Repeating the characteristic of a partial response si
here, it has nonzero values at t 2 0 and t = T but zero at all other sampled ti
It is useful to describe a PR pulse waveform mathematically that satisfies the aba
criteria. It turns out that there are many waveforms that can meet the criteria. Irn
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 Figure 8.19 (a) Signal pulse before filtering; (b) partial ,1

Igure 8.18 (a) Signal pulse before filtering; (b) full re- response (1V) filtering; (c) ideal partial re—
, L sponse filtering; and (0) full response filtered sponse filtered signal; and (d) frequency

signal. response of PR-IV' filter.
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 sition of an additional constraint that the waveform must have minimum frequency
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 Figure 8.19c shows this time function. The frequency domain or Fourier transform

magnitude of the signal is given by
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Ideal PR—IV channel

pulse response function

PulseResponseFunction
A n:v

FilterResponseFunction
Frequency l/2T

(b)

Figure 8.20 (a) Unfiltered and PR-IV filtered frequency response; (b) PR-IV
frequency filter characteristic.

Figure 8.1% shows this frequency characteristic Figure 8.20a shows an unfilte
channel pulse response function. Also shown is the ideal PR-IV responsefu
tion that can result as the signal output of Figure 8.19s. It is required that

multiplication of an unfiltered channel response and the filter response funct
in frequency domain should result in a desired ideal PR—IV pulse response f
tion. Figure 8.20b qualitatively indicates such a filter response function. Note,
high-frequency boost and sharp cutoff frequency of the response function.

Summarizing, partial response is a sampling procedure used to detect si  
nel has several advantages in addition to the increase in linear density.

8.13.4 Maximum Likelihood

In the digital communication field, a different method became popularin will
detected sequence of bitsIS looked at as a unit and the question is asked,“0 _
number of possible original data bit sequences, which one is most likely to l
in the observed sequence?” This can most aptly be rewarded as “having the3_
est probability.” A more mathematical way to define the procedure is to redu
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8.14 EXTENDED PRML AND (1, 7)
MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD CHANNELS

Received signalW 1);}sequence H ,

 
 

Alternative Wsequences 0 0 l l l 0

Best match
0 1 1 1 o

0 0 1 I 0

Figure 8.21 Maximum
quence detection.

likelihood 56- Most likely information sequence:
...01 1010...  
 

 mean-square error between detected data sequence and one of the several optional
sequences that might cause such an output. Figure 8.2] shows a situation in which

a sequence of bits is detected and compared with possible “close” sequences that
could have produced the resultant sequence. The figure is an ideal representation
of the output. In reality, noise and distortion will be present in the sequence. It
would be laborious and impossible to compare the observed sequence of data with
every conceivable input sequence within a reasonable time. However, algorithms
were developed in the late 1960s for solving such error minimization problems [5].
Maximum likelihood codes for disk drive application use these algorithms.

In case of PRML, 8 user bits are converted into 9 coded bits; hence, its code
rate is 8/9. Sampling is a distinctly different procedure to peak detection process.
However, for comparison, peak detection terminology is often used. In Table 8.1,
detection window time and other parameters are calculated as shown. No logical
criterion for high- to low-frequency ratio is known, but as an analogy to (l, 7) peak
detect channel, a value of4 is customarily used. A minimum number of zeros be-
tween l’s can be 0 for PRML channel, while a maximum of 4 zeros are allowed
for every odd and even sequence. This constraint comes from the use of Viterbi
maximum likelihood algorithms employed for PRML detection procedure.

 
  
  
  
  

  
  
  

 
 

  
  
  

 

  

  

 The PRML channel allows overlapping of the pulses, as seen in Figure 8.17. Itis
natural to inquire if further overlapping of pulses can be attempted. The answer
is yes. Figure 8.22a shows two pulses that overlap to a larger extent than those in
Figure 8.17. The sampling time interval is shortened, and more samples per pulse
waveform are now taken.

Note that there are two levels of nonzero pulses compared to the PRML case.
The smaller and larger amplitudes detected during sampling are designated level 1
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Figure 8.22 EPRML and EPRML (l, 7) signal sampling [6].

and level 2. So the sampling process here results in five levels: -2, —1, 0, +1, flIitI _
+2. This type of channel is called EPRML, for extended partial response channel :
There are four sampling periods within a pulse; hence, each period is one—fourth of
the pulse width. The penalty in using EPRML is the increased complexity of work;
ing with five-level logic and more involved semiconductor circuits. A combinatidii
of (l, 7) coding along with EPRML—style sampling has been described [6]. Th:
capacity of the channel for this case is the same as the PRML channel; howeve}§
the merits of the method are the constraint of a 0 between two l’s, which result
more stable sampling times; no notch filtering; and robust, less error—prone de
tion. Another advantage of this channel is that it avoids the severe high-freque
boost and notch of the often troublesome PRML channel filter. This channel
been used in the IBM 3390-9 drive.

  
 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

8.15 MAGNETIC RECORDING MEASUREMENTS
OF WRITE AND READ PARAMETERS

Often technical concepts are best realized through understanding of measi
ment procedures. The disk drive recording measurements most commonly cam
out to characterize heads and disks are describednext. Traditionally, testing and e
uation of linear density is carried out in a setup known as a magnetic recording;
while integration of linear density and track densityparameters are done on preci
test stands (PTSs). Both procedures attempt to simulate various elements of ah:
disk assembly (HDA) for design and diagnostics of components. Magnetic rec
ing testers commonly use ball—bearing spindles for disk mounting and‘motor-dn .
screw—type actuators to move the head across the disk radially. Precision testers .
air-bearing spindles and laser interferometer—controlled head movement. .

Another factor that separates these two test setups is the degree of SI
ity required. The PTS is used to measure very small off-track head movem‘
and the results must be accurately repeatable; hence, these stands require h.
granite bases and precise environmental controls. With reduced diSk sizes,»
duced cost of the air-bearing spindles for small disks and modular approa’
to measuring instruments, the distinction between the two types of testing
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 1“_‘ 2W —" comes blurred, and a single setup is able to handle both functions at a modest cost.

Here are a few of the reasons for carrying out magnetic recording measurements.  
 1. The process of overwrite measurement is to measure the remnant of the old

signal after the new signal is written over it. The overwrite specification
ensures that the new signal is free of old data for error-free detection during

reading. This parameter is influenced by several factors:

(a) Head writability, which depends on head current, head pole material,

and head pole design

(b) Medium coercivity, remanence magnetization, and thickneSS

The disk drive writing process is highly nonlinear and'complex. No simple

analytical or numerical methods are satisfactory; hence, an experimental

procedure is necessary. Measurement of overwrite as a function of head

and medium parameters gives good insight intothe design and diagnostics

of read/write components and electronics. The measurement is described
in Section 8.16.

2. Establishment of adequate write current. The write current must be high

enough so that overwrite is sufficiently high. The current must saturate the
medium for even signal magnitudes. The transition parameter a depends

on the write current rise time. Too large a write current may widen writ—

ten track widths and affect track density of the disk drive. Section 8.17
discusses write current measurement and its influence on these design pa-
rameters. ,1

3. Measurements of roll—off and resolution parameters. These measurements

are directly related to linear bit density; hence, they are used to establish

specifications of linear bit density, select head-disk parameters, and ver—

ify design during the development cycle. The measurements also provide

feedback during optimization of write electronics, filter design, and detec-
tion of circuit components.

4. Measurements of signals and noise to establish the dependence of signal—

to-noise ratio for different operating conditions.
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Often, additional recording measurements are tailored for specific heads and disks.

For example, narrow—track thin film heads are prone to domain-related instabilities;

hence, some procedure to measure this tendency is required. The MR heads are

subject to uneven signal magnitudes in up-versus—down directions (asymmetry),
and measurements are tailored to investigate that on 21 PTS.

 
 

  
  

 
 

 

  
 

~ 8.16 OVERWRITE AND ITS MEASUREMENTS ' \‘

  
The procedure of “writing” on a disk track has two functions:  

    1. To erase previously written information.
  
 

 
 

2. To write new data. 
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In principle, these functions can be performed as two separate steps. However,
separate steps require twice the latency time and add to the write access time. The} ‘
process of overwriting or performing these functions in one step is not new to ma '
netic recording. Audio recorders and digital recorders operate in a combined ove pf »
write process. Efficacy of the write process is measured by the degree of eraseabilityi L
of old data when new information is written.

From the first principles of the Fourier series, it is known that a single digitaii”
pulse consists of harmonics or a series of frequencies. Also a sequence of digit“
data consists of a range of frequencies. When this data is written on a magne
track, it is equivalent to writing a band of sinusoidal frequencies. When there
many 0’s compared to 1’s in a stream of data, low frequencies dominate, while
large concentration of 1’s in data results in more of the higher frequencies.

It is known experimentally that it is most difficult to write high-frequen
data on top of prior low-frequency data. To ensure error—free data, a criterion is ‘
for overwrite measurement that is “conservative” and simulates the condition
writing with high frequency on top of low frequency.

When a pattern of low frequency, all 1’s, is written on a clean track and t
track is read back displaying output on a spectrum analyzer, a line corresponding
the recorded low frequency will be seen on a frequency—versus-voltage plot. Fig
8.23 shows a plot of such responses for a range of frequencies and correspondi
voltage outputs. Each of these frequencies is written with the same write curre ,
Notice that the voltage outputs start dropping at higher frequencies. For the ov’
write measurement only two of these frequencies are considered. We call these f
quencies f; for lower frequency and f}, for higher frequency. These frequencic
different codes, are discussed in Section 8.6. The procedure for the measurerri
of overwrite is as follows:

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

3.17 l

1. Select a track to write on and DC erase it, which means passing a high ,
current through the head coil while the disk track rotates under the
This process removes any prior data from the track. ,

2. Write a low—frequency 1”,, all 1’s, signal on the track and measure volta
V; (Figure 8.23).

3. Without erasing the track, superimpose writing with a high-frequen
pattern of 1’5 with the same current level as used for writing low frequen

4. Measure leftover low-frequency Va.

vm I5
I

f1

Figure 8.23 Overwrite definition and measurement.
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The overwrite is now defined as

‘ v

Overwrite (dB) = 20 log J— (8.10)
V1

Since Va is always smaller than V1, the quantity is measured in negative numbers.
Overwrite of —30 dB and smaller is considered good, while that of less than #25 dB
will be unacceptable for a commercial drive. Sometimes the overwrite is expressed
as a percentage of 100 X (V, — Va)/V1. In this form, this quantity is referred to as
write-over loss.

In the section on coding (Section 8.6), high and low frequencies for specific
codes are described. For a (l, 7) code the ratio of fin”; is 4. The high—frequency

fh is half the highest flux transition rate written on the disk. Two magnetic flux
transitions result in one cycle.

As an example, let us consider the linear density of flux changes or flux tran-
sitions on the disk as 2000 fc/mm at the inner diameter of the disk. Let the lin—
ear velocity of the disk at the inner diameter be 10 m/s, or 10,000 mm/s. The
flux transition rate is then 20 million per second. The maximum frequency of 10
MHz and low frequency of 2.5 MHz would be applicable for the (1, 7) coded data
pattern.

Overwrite measurements are performed at several diameters of the disk. Gen—
orally, overwrite is weakest at the outer diameter since the head flying height is
maximum there.

8.17 WRITE CURRENT OPTIMIZATION
FOFI RECORDING

The determination of a proper write current is an important step in the design and in-
tegration of a disk drive. The following considerations are involved in determining
the appropriate value of the write current:

I The write current must be sufficiently large to saturate the medium during

the writing process.

I Also, it should be large so as to achieve acceptable overwrite, as discussed
in Section 8.16. Erasure of previous data on the track is necessary to reduce
error rates.

I Too large a write current results in bit shifts, as discussed in Section 3.12.
I The write current also influences the erase bands at the boundaries of‘the

track width. Large currents increase the erased track width and increase
interference between adjacent tracks.

We saw in Chapter 3 that a short—transition parameter a is desirable for high peak-
to-peak voltage. Detailed write analyses indicate that there is an optimum current
when the slope of the H field is maximum and results in shortest a. The process of
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l
Iw(min) Iw(sat)

Figure 8.24 Write current optimization.

writing involves partial saturation of the head poles and a
tion 2.13) of the medium. The complexity of the processes
or numerical determination of the optimum write current.
are heavily relied on for this purpose. Experiments are carried out by varying wn
currents and observing several parameters. Figure 8.24 shows a plot of peak-to—pe
voltage read from a track (usually at the inner diameter of the disk) as a function
changing write currents. For small currents the medium does not saturate, and I
signal output is low. As the write current increases, at some value the signal volta
is maximum, and further increase in current does not add to the voltage significan
The current 1w (sat) or a slightly higher current is a good choice for further test
and possibly for use in the drive, provided high overwrite is also obtained at.
current. Several additional tests may be carried out prior to the selection of the w

 

  

  
 
 
 

  

current. _
Figure 8.25 shows overwrite as- a function of the write current. Overw

increases with current, and after some point further increase in current doe
add to the overwrite due to head saturation. These experiments are carried On
the inner and outer diameters of the disk. At the outer diameter the flying heig
higher, and hence overwrite tends to be lower than that at the inner diameter of
disk. The required current to provide sufficient overwrite throughout the surfac
the disk is evaluated. Since there are penalties for too large a write current.
ensured that once the voltage signal is close to the highest level and overwri
better than the specified value (in the range of ~25 to ~35 dB), the write cu
is restrained to the smallest possible value.

The topic of fringing fields and erase bands has been discussed in Section '
and the effect of overlapping tracks is considered in Section 9.11. These frin
fields can produce crosstalk in adjacent tracks and erase part of the adjacent tra

 

mauon

Write Current 1W

Figure 8.25 Overwn'te as a function of write current.
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10

FH/Gap
O Ferrite 0.44
I .Thin film 0.50

-——I 
AT/Gap (X 105 ampere—tums/m)

Figure 8.26 Track width widening versus ampere-tums per meter for ferrite and
film heads [7].

Figure 8.26 shows the results of an experimental study to relate increased track
width with increased coil ampere—tums [7]. Here it suffices to indicate that increas—

ing the write current produces increased fringing fields at the edges of the head pole
track widths, and the current is limited to avoid interference among adjacent tracks.
Due to the influence of the write current on interactions among several parameters,

more detailed studies of the write current versus signal, noise, peak shift, and error

rates are often carried out to optimize the disk drive density.

8.18 LINEAR DENSITY ROLL-OFF CURVE
AND RESOLUTION

In Section 8.3, the concept of intersymbol interference and consequent decrease in

voltage as a function of increasing magnetization flux changes has been described.
The graphical plot of flux change density versus signal voltage is called the roll-ofi“

curve. To plot the roll-off curve, a series pattern of 1111 ' - - is written throughout the
track of a disk at an optimized current, discussed in the last section. The sequence
is now read, and the zero-to-peak voltage is measured. The process is repeated with

higher density of the same pattern until a signal becomes too small. The curve is
plotted with the x axis as the number of flux changes per millimeter and output

voltage on the y axis. More often, though, the voltage readings are normalized by a
low—frequency voltage value.

Figure 8.27 illustrates a rolloff plot The roll-off curve is used to define the
term resolution of the system. Corresponding to the low frequency (fl) and high fre—

quency (fh) used for overwrite, low and high flux changes per millimeter are used to
define resolution. From the plot, voltages V, and Vh for low and high flux changes

per millimeter are obtained. The‘‘resolution” is the voltage ratio in percentage:
100 X VII/V1. For the (l, 7) peak detect channel and where resolution drops to 50%,
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Figure 8.27 Roll-off curve of a Lorentzian pulse.

the flux change per millimeter is commonly quoted as an acceptable density. l _
case of large disk drives with a (2, 7) peak detect channel and thin film and flu
pole (~1 urn) heads, conservatively 70% and above resolutions were used.
required resolution defines the highest flux change per millimeter (or correspon
bits per inch) usable for the system. If the coding and detection are highly effic
it is possible to operate the system at very low resolution along with low ac:
able error rates. The PRML and EPRML are such channels and are discusse
Sections 8.13 and 8.14. Thechannel modeling to predict the resolution and hl

density is useful in projecting future products. Usually these models are hybri,
mathematical equations and experimentally collected data. As a learning tool
instructive to calculate resolution versus flux changes per millimeter for a si

pulse waveform. The procedure provides insight into the methods used for
complex models.

Let us assume that the voltage output of an isolated single transition is g

by a pulse form known as a Lorentzian pulse (also discussed in Section 3.11):

V(0) (
l + (2x/P50)2

Figure 8.28 shows such a pulse. Note that at x =2 O the pulse has a peak valu
and at x = :P50/2, the pulse amplitude is one—half of the maximum, which ‘i
definition of P50. The question we want to answer is: “What happens to the ,
nitude of peak voltage when the foregoing pulse is gradually crowded by ,
positive and negative pulses along the x axis from ~00 to +00?” We discussed th
duction in signal due to pulse crowding in Section 8.3 on intersymbol interfel" '
It is possible to describe this problem by an equation assuming linear superpoS
of pulses as

 
V(x) =

 

 
_ m _ n V(0)

V055) _ Z ( 1) 1 + (2x + 2rLs/P50)2
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—3 dB point
 

' —6 dB point

I f [mm I Figure 8.28 Lorentzian pulse.c ._ ,

I \ t4 7" where s is the spacing between peaks of consecutive pulses. Different values of
i= ”" n correspond to the same voltage pulse displaced by spacings given by 713. The

expression (8.12) sums all these pulses for a given spacing s. This series has an

 
 

 
tzian pulse. explicit solution [8]:

IS an acceptable density. Int sinh k cos 'rrx/s)

:hannel and thin film and t V(x, S) = V(O)kcosh2(k )_ cos(2('n'x/s) (8‘13)
1e resolutions were used. Thé

:r millimeter (or corresponding where k = 17P50/2s. We are only interested in the value of the signal amplitude for
[detection are highly efficie the pulse peak at x = 0; hence, substituting x = 0 in equation (8.13),

lution along with low accep , k
:hannels and are discussed V(0, s) = V(0)7*—— (8.14)
dict the resolution and highs smh(k)

1y these models 35‘? hybrids V(0, s) is the reduced voltage due to crowding of pulses spaced 5 apart. At large j
d data. A5 ,a learning tool it, spacings (as s approaches 00), V(0, s) approaches V(0), the peak amplitude of the
2s per millimeter for a snnp isolated pulse. Using this equation, the value of voltage at any spacing can be found.
to the methods used for mo

Asking the reverse question—«“What is the spacing at which peak voltage is reduced

, . , , _ by one—half (or —6 dB)?”—the solution is obtained from
ated smgle transrtton IS give '

 

 
.scussed 1n Sect1on 3.11). [(2) 2 Wm _ k (8.15), 2 smhk

(8. l_

g by trial and error or plotting and gives _
1e pulse has a peak value V( P50
)f the maximum, which ist ' p - s = #~ (8.16) 3‘

:: “What happens to the ma 1‘39 g
gradually crowded by simil Along the lines of the foregoing procedure, the spacing s can be determined when
to +00?” We discussed the re voltage reduces to —-3 dB, or 0.707 of the original peak value, which is a criterion

5 on intersymbol interferenc often used in drive design. It is simply s = P50. If P50 and s are given in nanome-
assuming linear “Perms“? ters, the flux change that is the reciprocal of spacing is given by fc/mm = 1/5 X 106. 5

Resolution points 0.707 and 0.5 are indicated in Figure 8.27. 1

3) If the actual pulse cannot be expressed by a Lorentzian pulse, an experimental i
W voltage pulse can be used for higher accuracy. The procedure then would be to sum __ 3

up a series of experimental pulse voltages on a computer and reduce the spacing, 1'
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step by step, to calculate a series of voltage values. The spacings at which voltage
reduces to a predetermined value can also be derived. Practically only a few (fouf
to eight) pulses need to be summed for the procedure. An analytical voltage wav L
form or experimental pulse converted into analytical form can also be similarly
used.

 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

8.19 NOISE SOURCES IN RECORDING PROCESSES  
A crucial topic in the transmission and storage of electronic information is noi
It is important in consumer electronics, the communication of data, and almost all 8
fields of electronics where an aCcurate signal is to be extracted from an inevitably
noisy environment. Much of the research in understanding noise sources, cod ‘
schemes to transmit data with low error rates, and error correction procedures w
initiated in the telephone industry.

In the case ofdisk storage, the signal is relatively small, that is, less than a 23:21:?
livolt, while additive noises and perturbations can make detection ofdata difficul
result in unacceptable errors. A commonly recognized figure of merit in the ind
try is the signal—to—noise ratio. A higher signal-to-noise ratio results in a more rob
drive. A historical fact is that the signal-to-noise ratio and the size of a signal in d where 1
drives have remained within a short range despite dramatic changes in the techn :03:in
ogy in the last four decades. The pursuit of higher densities has resulted in increa
noise. Higher linear densities require wider bandwidths, which result in increa

' electronic component noise. Increasing track density results in more interfere
from adjacent tracks and also makes the signal more susceptible to defects
medium. Major disk storage research involves the development of low—noise c
ponents and procedures to reduce interfering disturbances. The next few sect;
examine the sources of noise and then relate signal to noise quantitatively to the
ror rate performance of the disk recording system. The sources of noise affecting
performance of a disk drive are listed in Section 8.2 and categorized in Figure 8
There are two separate categories ofnoises in disk drive recording that contribut
error rates. The first—crosstalk noises—are more deterministic and can be redu
with design considerations. The other category consists of “random” noises,
the times of their occurrence are not predictable. Two discussed in this chapter-
(Section 8.3) and overwrite (Section 8.16), and two others discussed in Cha
9, off—track and adjacent-track noises (Sections 9.9 and 9.10), are determini
type noises. Here we shall concentrate on the integration of random noises. E
tronic noises in heads are quantified in the equivalent circuit in Section 5.7, W
medium noise is described in Section 7.4. : .

An instructive and useful way of looking at the effect of noise on the detec ’
of a recorded signal is shown in Figure 8.30. The signal from an isolated trans
is differentiated prior to detection. The zero crossing is expected in the centerO
window. A random noise is added to the signal, and the resultant signal now
a zero crossing shifted due to added noise. When noise sources are independent
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Disk drive
noises

Bit shift Random Off-track
interference noises interference

Inlersymbol Write-over Offvtrack Adjacent-
inlerference bi! shift noise track noise

Head impedance Media
noise noises

Figure 8.29 Disk drive noises.
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8.19.1 Random Noise

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

The fundamental type of noise in electronics is due to the atomicity of ma
and electricity. It is completely without regularity in its detailed properties; hence
it is called random noise. However, an average energy of this noise and its frequenc

 
distribution is determinable. In 1928, J. B. Johnson showed that minute current
caused by the thermal motion of conduction electrons in a resistor can be detects
as a noise source. About the same time, H. Nyquist showed that on the basis of
statistical theory of thermodynamics, thermal noise voltage in an impedance
given by

E. = (4kTR Af)“2 (8.18

where E" = rms value of thermal noise voltage
R = resistive component of the impedance in ohms
T = absolute temperature in Kelvin (01' degrees Celsius plus 273)
k = Boltzmann’s constant = 1.37 X 1023 W—s/deg 8-21

Af = bandwidth of use or measuring system in cycles per second

’ For example, 100 (I resistance at 27°C with a bandwidth of 10 MHz has a the
noise voltage of approximately 4 uV RMS. It is convenient to express the not:
voltage per square root of frequency. So in this case the noise voltage may be
pressed as 1.27nV/JlE. If the resistance component of a circuit is a functio
frequency, as it will be for a circuit involving capacitances and inductances bes
resistances, equation (8.18) is modified as

 
 

BW

12,, = 4kT[ R(f)5f . (8.10

This equation can be used to calculate head noise voltage if the resistive part 0
head impedance varies significantly with the frequency.

Besides the thermal noise, there is another source of random noise called
noise. This was explained by Schottky in 1918 as a variation in current from
hot cathode of a tube amplifier. The finite charge of the electron results in vari
of the current and hence contributes as a noise source. The base resistance
transistor could give rise to significant current variations, or “noise,” due to
mechanism.

 

8.20 HEAD EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT NOISE

In Chapter 5, Section 5.7, an equivalent circuit of an inductive head was discu
The circuit includes the front-end resistance and capacitance of the preamp
The impedance expression from the equivalent circuit is formulated. The re
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of this impedance is the equivalent resistance of the head (including the preampli-
fier). This resistance is a function of frequency. The noise voltage of the head can
be computed from the integration in equation (8.19). In the case of high damping
resistance, the equivalent resistance Req may be approximated by an average fixed
value. Also, if the variation in resistance can be approximated by a known function,
say, linear, quadratic, and so on, an equivalent resistance can be derived by using a
simple integration. For an average Req, head noise can be calculated from equation
(8. l 8).

The inductive head equivalent circuit is also applicable for the MR head ex~

cept the MR head is represented by a single-tum head. Its inductance is just the
inductance of the leads. Typical values of parameters for MIG, two versions of thin

film heads, and the MR head are shown in Table 5.1. The resistance of a S-um—long,
30—nm—thick, 2—um-high MR stripe is about 20 0. Head noise is calculated using
Equation (8.18) as 0.58 nVA/Hz.

8.21 HEAD PREAMPLIFIER NOISE

In equation (8.17), the second term is the noise due to input preamplifier. The head
signal is under 1 mV, and its amplification by the front end of the read electronics

requires special care. Low-noise, wide-band preamplifiers are designed as a part of
an LSI circuit.

Figure 8.31 is the schematic of a differential preamplifier commonly used to
amplify a head signal. Once the preamplifier amplifies the signal to between 20
and 100 times the head output, later stages of amplification and detection do not
contribute significantly to the overall signal—to-noise ratio of the system and can be
neglected. A differential amplifier is used as an input stage instead of a conventional
single transistor in order to eliminate common mode noises, including voltage line
transients and disturbances. The common mode noises and disturbances will swing
(vary) both outputs of the differential amplifier; hence, the differential voltage re—
mains unaffected by the extraneous perturbations, and the output will represent the
input more accurately. The noise voltage Enp is a function of base resistance and
gain 8 of the transistor. Wide—area transistors with narrow base widths are used to

reduce the base resistance of the transistor with high gain. The noise voltage of the
amplifier can be measured by shorting the input and observing the output, which
is amplifier internal noise times the gain. There are three broad classifications of
noise sources found in a transistor:

1. Flicker (or 1/f) noise
2. Thermal noise

3. Shot noise

Flicker noise is a low—frequency phenomenon, and in wide-band applications it
can be limited to very low frequencies. It is neglected for amplifiers for recording
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Current
source 

Figure 8.31 Schematic of a differential preamplifier.

applications. Thermal noise is largely due to the base resistance of a transistor
generally quoted in amplifier specifications. Shot noise is due to current flow in
base—to-emitter diode of the transistor.
(8.18) once the resistance value is specifie
high-impedance (ferrite and MIG) heads.

Reference [9] analyzes these topics in more detail. It is a common prac
match the head and preamplifier noises for compromise between rninimizatio
the total noise and adequate signal bandwidth. Preamplifiers are designed t
Vide input noise range between 0.5 and ZnV/J Hz. We shall use 1.0 nV/ Hz
example for the discussion of signal and noise.

8.22 THIN FILM MEDIUM NOISE

m the View of medium design is discussed in Section 7.4,
we shall describe the characteristics of film medium noise and an experirh
procedure to measure it. The noise in thin film medium originates in the trans
in which magnetizations change directions. The DC-erased noise of film medi
negligibly small. Since the noise originates in the transitions, measurement,
noise requires presence of a recorded signal. Also, because the noise sourc
transitions that can be located on a disk track. it is possi
noise of the head and preamplifier by time averaging. Simple and practical m
for separating electronic and media noises are illustrated in Figure 8.32 [101

The output of the head amplifier is connected to a spectrum analyzer. Fi
head noise is measured when the head is lifted away from the disk. The nois

Medium noise fro
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Output

 Amplitude(logscale)
Figure 8.32 Measurement of media noise
[10].

Frequency

trurn [curve (a)] is measured in this condition.
electronic noise. Curve (b) is the measured no
single—frequency sinusoidal signal is recorded 0

This is only head and preamplifier
ise from DC-erased media. Next a
n the disk track and a total recorded

 
Output

 
 

 
 
 

 

frequency signal. The difference between sm
single-peak frequency and DC-peak response
tra gives the medium noise sp

oothed curve (c) (after eliminating
at f = O) and electronic noise spec-

ectrum. For most applications, a straight—line noise
um, and the noise amplitude is given in nanovolts per
e [10] also discusses corrections needed in the use of
ernative time domain measurements.

fferential preamplifier.

1e base resistance ofa transistor an
ihot noise is due to current flow in
mi noise is calculated using equat
The shot noise can be important

ore detail. It is a common practice
impromise between minimizatio

tireamplifiers are designed to p
Hz. We shall use 1.0 nVA/Hz as

.23 SlGNAL—TO-NOISE RATIO
‘ AND ON -TRACK ERROR RATES   

DC-erased noise of film medium
he transitions, measurement of.
130, because the noise source

is possible to separate the the
:ing. Simple and practical melh
ustrated in Figure 8.32 [10]
d to a spectrum analyzer. First.
vay from the disk. The noise

mputed or measured, total noise voltage for the
last section is calculated using equation (8.17). Let
e signal to be detected be EDP. Then the traditional
e ratio in recording is

SNR = S = EDP; (S)

three factors discussed in the

the zero—to—peak voltage of th
definition of the signal-to-nois
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Note that the average noise voltage of random sources is zero. Here, Ent is the RMS 

value of the combined noises and standard deviation of the error function or the 

Gaussian distriblltion. Figure 8.30 shows how the zero crossing location of the sig. 

nal gets shifted by time tn due to random noise. The following discussion considers 

the peak shift in signal due to only random noises. The standard deviation of dis

tribution of variable t n is defined as er n. It is assumed that CJ' n is proportional to Ent, 

that is, CJ' n = Ent! k; the distribution oft n is expressed as 

1 -1/Z(t /cr )2 

P(tn) = --------e n • 

.Ji;rcrn 
(8.21} 

>; 

Error occurs if ln exceeds half the window (T wl2) on either side of the windoJ; 

center. This is described as 

I-Tw/2 Joo f °" 
P(E) = p(tn)dtn + p(tn)dtn = 2 p(tn)dtn 

-oo 
Tw/2 

Tw/2 

(8.2 

The function erfc(z), which is equal to 1 - erf (z), is defined as 

erfc(z) = ]; {
00 

e-u
1 
du 

Changing the variable u = Ctn)/( fiCJ' n), and substituting equation (8.22) in (8.2 

the probability of error is obtained: 

P(E) = erfc( l ) 
2 2crn 

Substituting an = Entlk and Ent from equation (8.20), equation (8.24) is rewri 

as 

P(E) = erfc(kTwSNR) 

2 JiEop 

The equation thus gives the probability of an error, or the bit error rate, in te 

SNR, the peak voltage for a given size of time window. Assuming the Loren 

signal pulse and other simplifications, the following equation is obtaine!3J12]: 

P(E) = erfc(✓2TwSNR) 
Pso 

If the error rate is specified as 1010, or 1 error in 1010 bits read, the correspo 

T w can be obtained from the above equation using a look-up table of erfc func 

This is the minimum time window required to satisfy the error rate specificati 

given SNR and P50• The resultant equation is [12, 13] 

T 
tc 
ir 
d 
e 

I 
V 
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m sources is zero. Here, Ent is the RMS 
I deviation of the error function or the 
,w the zero crossing location of the sig. 
ise. The following discussion considers 
noises. The standard deviation of dis. 
assumed that (J' n is proportional to Ent, 
!Xpressed as 

e - l/2(tnlrr n )2 
(8.21) 

(T wl2) on either side of the window I 
' 

(8.22) 

f(z), is defined as 

I Xl 

- 2 e u du cs.23) I 
ubstituting equation (8.22) in (8.23), 

~) (8.24) 
fi_cr n I 
l (8.20), equation (8.24) is rewritten 

I • •!NR) 
2Eop 

(8.25) 

ror, or the bit error rate, in terms of 
window. Assuming the Lorentzian I 
ving equation is obtained [12]: I 

i 
I 

(8.26) l 
l 1 1010 bits read, the corresponding •1 

g a look-up table of erfc functions. 
isfy the error rate specification for I 
l, 13] I 

I 

4.573Pso Tw > r,;; 
✓ 2SNR 

(8.27) 

The equation indicates that a large SNR and small Pso or slimmer pulse are desirable to keep the noise-related window narrow. Note that only random noises are included in the SNR in this equation. Figure 8.29 shows that there are other sources of (nonrandom) noises that contribute to peak shifts. The total window required to meet the bit error rate objective would be significantly wider than that indicated by the equation. In Section 9.13, following the discussion of off-track and adjacent track noises, the window margin integration procedure for the head-disk system is described. 
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